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Abstract: A unified picture of different application areas for incipient metals is presented. This unconventional material 

class includes several main-group chalcogenides, such as GeTe, PbTe, Sb2Te3, Bi2Se3, AgSbTe2 and Ge2Sb2Te5. These 

compounds and related materials show a unique portfolio of physical properties. A novel map is discussed, which helps to 

explain these properties and separates the different fundamental bonding mechanisms (e.g., ionic, metallic, and covalent). 

The map also provides evidence for an unconventional, new bonding mechanism, coined metavalent bonding (MVB). 

Incipient metals, employing this bonding mechanism, also show a special bond breaking mechanism. MVB differs 

considerably from resonant bonding encountered in benzene or graphite. The concept of MVB is employed to explain the 

unique properties of materials utilizing it. Then, the link is made from fundamental insights to applicationrelevant 

properties, crucial for the use of these materials as thermoelectrics, phase change materials, topological insulators or as 

active photonic components. The close relationship of the materials’ properties and their application potential provides 

optimization schemes for different applications. Finally, evidence will be presented that for metavalently bonded materials 

interesting effects arise in reduced dimensions. 

Keywords: Metavalent Bonding, Chalcogenides Thermoelectric, Atom, Probe Tomography, Ferroelectric Transition, Metal 

induced Crystallization, Carbon doping. 

Introduction 

The ability to produce and process materials has shaped human progress for centuries. Advances in the understanding and 

manufacturing of semiconductors have enabled the unprecedented progress of the semiconductor industry and information 

technology. Yet, we have reached a stage where a simple evolution along established research lines might no longer bear much 

fruit. Advanced functional materials require increasingly complex and demanding property combinations. Their optimization would 

thus benefit from novel concepts. In thermoelectrics, which convert waste heat into electricity, for example, materials must show 

the unusual combination of high electrical and small thermal conductivity. This is demanding since a high electrical conductivity 

is usually accompanied by a high thermal conductivity. In phase change materials (PCMs) employed for data storage and processing, 

materials are required which possess a pronounced contrast in optical and/or electrical properties between two different states. 

Usually one of these states is a metastable one, which is typically amorphous, while the second state is then stable crystalline. 

The metastable state has to be stable at room temperature and slightly above for 10 years; but it should crystallize, i.e., return to the 

stable crystalline state in a few nanoseconds if heated to temperatures of typically around 500 oC. The combination of pronounced 

property contrast and hence presumably different atomic arrangements in the two different phases, yet rapid crystallization is 

indicative for an unusual correlation of chemical bonding, atomic arrangement, and resulting properties, including crystallization 

kinetics. Topological insulators, expected to help realize novel electronic functionalities, possess topologically protected spin-

polarized surface states with high mobility. These states should govern the sample conductivity, if the bulk is insulating. 

This raises the question how these demanding requirements can be met and how superior materials can be identified. A number of 

different approaches have been developed in the past two decades to meet these needs. Combinatorial material synthesis, i.e., the 

fast preparation of stoichiometric libraries and their efficient analysis to identify superior compounds, has already been promoted 

over two decades ago.1,2 While this scheme has indeed been successful in improving certain materials such as metal hydrides for 

hydrogen storage3 and benchmarking electrocatalysts for solar water splitting,4 for many material classes still empirical optimization 

schemes are employed. Machine learning is an emerging strategy to identify materials with a unique property portfolio.5–7 This 

novel  approach has undoubtedly huge potential, but at present it is unclear which limits regarding an in-depth material’s 

understanding this approach will run into. However, note that a systematic understanding of materials has already been strived for 

in the 1970s, when material maps8,9 were introduced to explain the structure and properties of solids. Given the success in the 

quantum mechanical (QM) description of solids in the last half century, it seems reasonable to revisit such approaches building on 

recent advances in quantum-chemical tools and concepts. This could help in employing chemical intuition and understanding to 

develop superior materials. 

The present review is structured in the following way. Section 2 focuses on metavalent bonding, starting from a novel type of map 

derived from quantum-mechanical calculations (Section 2.1), subsequently macroscopic physical properties are addressed that act 

as fingerprints of bonding (Section 2.2), followed by the discussion of a unique bond breaking mechanism for an unconventional 
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class of materials (“incipient metals”) as observed by atom probe tomography (Section 2.3). In Section 2.4 different material maps 

and their power to separate different bonds are presented, while in Section 2.5 the unconventional properties of incipient metals are 

derived from a small number of assumptions on their atomic arrangement and electronic structure. In Section 2.6, we demonstrate 

that metavalent bonding constitutes an independent bonding mechanism, which differs from resonant bonding as encountered in 

benzene, graphite, and graphene. The link from bonding mechanisms to applications is discussed in Section 2.7, while thin film 

effects for GeTe and SnTe are presented in Section 2.8. Section 3 addresses nanoscale confinement with particular emphasis on the 

crystallization temperature of phasechange materials and focuses on confinement in thin films (Section 3.1) and nanoparticles 

(Section 3.2). Finally, Section 4 provides a short outlook on next developments in these two fields addressed in Sections 2 and 3 

and on the effect of nanoscale confinement on metavalent bonding. 

Introducing a New Bonding Mechanism: Metavalent Bonding 

The Power of Maps to Separate Bonding Mechanisms and Classify Materials 

Material scientists and solid-state physicists frequently relate material properties to the arrangement of the constituting atoms of the 

sample. Thus they exploit the intimate relationship between structure and properties to explain advanced functional materials. Both 

properties and the atomic arrangement can be measured with very high accuracy by a multitude of techniques. Hence, structure–

property relationships have been developed thoroughly and are frequently employed. It is also generally accepted that the atomic 

arrangement in solids is a result of the underlying chemical bonds between adjacent atoms. Therefore, tailoring bonds between 

atoms should directly enable modifying the atomic arrangement and thus the resulting material properties. Interesting enough, this 

approach has not been frequently utilized in recent years. One key obstacle on this path is the difficulty to precisely quantify the 

nature of chemical bonds, leading to controversies which are as old as the entire discipline of quantum chemistry.10,11 Indeed, 

bonding is usually defined heuristically, e.g., through observable properties, or in the van Arkel/Ketelaar triangle,12,13 but there is 

no QM operator for “bonding.” Nevertheless, the concept of chemical bonding is extremely useful, since it can help to understand 

and classify the property portfolio of different material classes. 

Fortunately, there has also been significant progress in recent years, describing and quantifying bonding in solids, employing the 

Quantum Theory of Atoms in Molecules (QTAIM).14 In this Quantum Chemical Topology scheme, which can also be used for 

crystals, the solid can be divided into nonoverlapping domains corresponding to quantum atoms.15 Various quantities have been 

suggested within this framework to characterize the electron distribution. The first one is the domain population which is derived 

from the electron density and yields the effective atomic charge. Compared with the number of electrons of the corresponding atom, 

i.e., the atomic number, this quantity hence characterizes the transfer of charge to/from this atom. The second one is the 

delocalization index (DI), which characterizes the degree of electron delocalization between the corresponding domains.16,17 This 

quantity can be interpreted as the covalent bond order between adjacent atoms. It is derived from the conditional probability, which 

determines the probability of finding an electron at position r2, while the second electron is located at position r1, and which is 

derived from one- and two-electron densities. In the following, two related quantities will be employed to characterize bonding in 

solids. The first one is the number of electrons transferred to/from an atom. In simple binary solids, where every anion is only 

surrounded by cations and we have equal number of anions and cations, it is sufficient to consider the norm of the charge transferred, 

which is called “electrons transferred” in Figure 1. The second quantity we employ is twice the delocalization index between 

neighboring atoms. Hence, we consider the number of electrons shared between these atoms instead of their bond order. This might 

appear at first sight less appealing, since the classical view of covalent bond formation is the formation of electron pairs as suggested 

originally by Lewis.18 Yet, it stresses the view that electrons can either be transferred to or shared between adjacent atoms. In Figure 

1, these two quantities are depicted in a 2D map for a large number of elemental and simple binary solids.19 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 1. A 2D materials map using the total number of 

electrons transferred (x- axis) and the number of 

electrons shared between adjacent atoms (y-axis) as coordinates for a large number of solids. Triangles, diamonds, squares, 

circles, and hexagons are tetrahedrally bonded solids, octahedrally coordinated structures, body-centered solids, closepacked 
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metals as well as graphite, respectively. Filled and open symbols represent thermodynamically stable and metastable phases. 

The small red ellipse represents the variation of the number of electrons shared and transferred for SnTe calculated with two 

different programs.20,21 

 

It has to be stressed that the results of these computations only depend weakly on the details of the calculations, i.e., they are rather 

robust. Comparing the results of two computational codes DGRID20 and critic221 leads to deviations of about 0.01 for the number 

of electrons transferred and shared for SnTe. This deviation is characterized by the size of the red ellipse in Figure 1. It hence seems 

fair to conclude that even with improved computational schemes, we do not need to worry that a revised map would look very 

different. Still, it would be highly desirable to perform systematic studies of possible differences between various quantum-chemical 

codes such as DGrid and critic2. One can ponder which information can be obtained from the map displayed. The first striking 

observation is the clustering of points in certain regions of the map. The solids of noble gases such as He, and Ar, for example, as 

well as Ne, Kr, and Xe (not shown), are located in the same region of the map. This lower left corner is characterized by vanishing 

charge transfer and minor electron sharing. This is in line with textbook knowledge, which argues that the solids of noble gases are 

held together by weak van der Waals forces. 

On the other hand, ionic solids such as NaCl or MgO are found in the lower region of the map towards the right side. They are 

characterized by significant charge transfer but only small electron sharing. Again, this is in line with common knowledge which 

states that ionic solids are held together by the Coulomb attraction of the oppositely charged ions. However, this information is 

obtained in Figure 1 from quantum topological concepts employing solutions of the Schrödinger equation, i.e., it is deeply rooted 

in quantum mechanics instead of empirical quantities. Notably, the data points for the ionic compounds cluster in two regions. The 

alkali halides are found in the first cluster, centered around an electron transfer of about 0.8 to 0.85, while II–VI compounds are 

found in the second group, characterized by an electron transfer of about 1.5. Hence, one might argue that the II–VI are more ionic 

than the alkali halides. However, the maximum charge transfer of these compounds is governed by the formal oxidation state of the 

constituting ions, which is two for the II–VI compounds, but only one for the alkali halides. It is hence evident to develop a new 

map in which the electron transfer of the atoms involved is divided by the formal oxidation state. The division by the oxidation state 

is unproblematic for most solids, but examples such as multivalent ions or certain intermetallics such as AuTe2  resist the 

simple assignment of a formal oxidation state. In this case, maps like the one displayed in Figure 1 have to be utilized to characterize 

electron sharing and transfer. In Figure 1S (Supporting Information), obtained by dividing the electrons transferred by the formal 

oxidation state, ionic compounds now form one large cluster centered around a renormalized electron transfer of about 0.8. 

On the other hand, elemental semiconductors or insulators like Si or diamond feature no charge transfer but share nearly 2 electrons. 

They, hence, approach the limit of an electron pair, suggested by Gilbert Lewis as the building block of covalent bonds. Metals 

finally are characterized by small or vanishing charge transfer and a small fraction of shared electrons, in line with their delocalized 

electrons and electron-deficit bonding. Hence, by now we have identified regions of ionic, covalent, metallic and van der Waals 

bonding in Figure 1S (Supporting Information). 

However, there are materials located in two regions, to which we have not yet assigned a bonding mechanism. Compounds such as 

InP, ZnS, PbO, ZnO, GaN, or AlN lie on or close to the connecting line between perfect covalence (no electron transfer, sharing of 

2 electrons) and perfect ionic bonding (no sharing of electrons, complete transfer of valence electrons). Hence, there apparently 

exists a continuous transition between ionic and covalent bonding. Again, this is in line with the view that, e.g., ZnO and GaN are 

neither fully covalent nor fully ionic compounds, but are instead frequently denoted as polar semiconductors, which possess an 

ionic and covalent bonding contribution. 

The only remaining group of materials that is now left without an assigned bonding mechanism contains chalcogenides such as 

GeTe, PbSe, Sb2Te3, and AgSbTe2. These materials find application as phase change materials, thermoelectrics and topological 

insulators. This makes it even more interesting to identify their bonding mechanism. Their location in the map implies at first sight 

that their bonding mechanism is intermediate between metallic and covalent or ionic bonding, an impression that needs to be refined 

later. Hence, how could this bonding mechanism be classified better? 

Physical Properties as Fingerprints of Bonding 

One can also turn this question around and ponder how many different physical properties are needed to distinguish the different 

bonding mechanisms. In doing so, we will focus on “the big three,” i.e., the three strong bonds in solids stemming from ionic , 

metallic, and covalent interactions. Clearly, the electrical conductivity can help to distinguish metals from the other two bonding 

mechanisms. However, this is not sufficient to distinguish between ionic and covalent bonding. To differentiate between these two, 

the effective coordination number (ECoN)22 can be employed, but also other properties such as the optical dielectric constant often 

differ. In total, we suggest to focus on five different properties, which together act as bond indicators and provide a clear fingerprint 

of the three different bonding mechanisms.23 These five different material properties are summarized in Table 1, which provides a 

5D property vector of different bonding mechanisms. 

Crystalline phase change materials like GeTe, Sb2Te3, or Ge2Sb2Te  possess a unique property portfolio. Surprisingly, these 

materials also appear useful for applications as thermoelectrics.24 These materials are neither located in the region where metals are 

found, nor are they located on the line between ionic and covalent materials. This raises the question which bonding mechanism 

they utilize. All three compounds have electrical conductivity values between the ones of metals and covalently bonded solids. 
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Their effective coordination number (ECoN) is incompatible with the 8-N rule, which states that the number of nearest neighbours 

is determined by the number of valence electrons (N). According to this rule, the Ge and Te atoms in GeTe should have three nearest 

neighbors. Instead, the effective coordination number is closer to 5, signaling a significant deviation from ordinary covalent 

bonding. In addition, crystalline phase change materials like GeTe or Ge2Sb2Te5 are characterized by high values of the optical 

dielectric constant 𝜀∞. Furthermore, these crystalline phases possess large values of the Born effective charge Z*, a measure of the 

chemical bond polarizability, which is indicative for a strong electron–phonon coupling. This explains why several crystalline phase 

change materials are also superconductors. Finally, they are characterized by high values of the Grüneisen parameter for the 

transverse optical modes, 𝛾𝑇𝑂. This is a sign for very anharmonic behavior, which helps to understand why these materials have 

such low thermal conductivities, which benefits their application as thermoelectrics. It is important to note that the property vector 

displayed for materials like GeTe or PbTe is not a combination of the property vectors of other bonding mechanisms such as 

covalent, ionic and metallic bonding. This can be seen for example by a comparison of typical values of the Grüneisen parameter 

𝛾𝑇𝑂. It is high for materials such as GeTe or PbTe, while materials with metallic or with covalent bonding generically show low 

values of 𝛾𝑟𝑜. Therefore, the bonding in GeTe cannot be considered a bonding just at the boundary between covalent and metallic 

bonding. One might still wonder, if the bonding in GeTe or PbTe could be a nonlinear combination of the properties of, e.g., metallic 

and covalent bonding. However, we are not aware of any other region between two bonding mechanisms that is observed in nature, 

where such a nonlinearity is observed. Hence, it seems advisable to consider bonding in GeTe or PbTe as a unique and novel 

bonding mechanism, distinctively different from covalent and metallic bonding. 

Table 1. Property-based “fingerprints” to define bonding in inorganic materials.23 The fingerprint for metavalent solids is a 

combination of five different identifiers, all of which need to be present in a given material (e.g., NaCl and PbTe have the same 

structural identifier, but the electronic conductivity in NaCl is extremely low). 

Bonding property 

identifier 

Ionic (e.g., NaCl, 

MgO) 

Covalent (e.g., Si, 

GaAs) 

Metavalent (incipient 

metals, e.g., GeTe, PbTe) 

Metallic (e.g., Cu, 

NiAl) 

 

Electronic conductivity 

(electrical identifier) 

Very low (<10−8 S 

cm−1) 

Low to moderate 

(10−8–102 S cm−1) 

Moderate (101–104 S 

cm−1) 

High (>105 S cm−1) 

Coordination numbera) 

(structural identifier) 

4 (ZnS), 6 

(NaCl),8 (CsCl) 

8-N rule typically 

satisfied 

8-N rule not satisfied 8 (bcc), 12 (hcp/fcc) 

Optical dielectric constant 

𝜀∞   

(optical identifier) 

Low (≈2–3) Moderate (≈5–15) High (>15) 

 

–b) 

Born effective charges Z# 

(chemical bond 

polarizability) 

Low (1–2) Moderate (2–3) High (4–6) Vanishes (0) 

Mode specific Grüneisen 

parameters 

(anharmonicity) 

Moderate (2–3) Low (0–2) High ( 3) 

 

Low (0–2) 

a) For ionic and metallic systems, representative structure types are given, but there are many others especially for multinary 

systems (e.g., in Zintl phases); b)This indicator is not normally applicable to the metallic state.. 

Since this bonding mechanism seems to be related to covalent bonding but transcends its limits, it has been coined metavalent 

(MVB), where the Greek word “meta” indicates that this bonding is beyond or adjacent to covalent bonding. This wording also 

refers to the proximity to both metallic and covalent bonding in the map. Yet, it has to be emphasized that metavalent bonding is 

not a mixture (mélange) of metallic and covalent bonding, but differs fundamentally from these two as well as ionic bonding. The 

materials which utilize this bonding mechanism have been coined incipient metals. Interestingly, they possess a property portfolio 

which makes them attractive for a variety of applications including phase change materials, thermoelectrics, topological insulators 

and photonic devices. We will return to their application potential later. To conclude\ this section, we replot Figure 1S, but now 

assign the different symbols a color which denotes the corresponding property portfolio and hence bonding mechanism. This is 

displayed in Figure 2, where materials employing either metallic, ionic and covalent bonding are located in different regions of the 

map. Incipient metals, such as GeTe, Bi2Se3 or AgSbTe2 are found in a well-defined region between ionic, covalent and metallic 

bonding, where MVB is employed. 

 A Unique Bond Breaking Mechanism 

It might seem bold to link a unique property portfolio to a unique bonding mechanism, but chemical bonding is at its best if it is 

employed to explain material properties. Nevertheless, it would be highly desirable to obtain further support and confirmation for 

the notion that there is a novel bonding mechanism at work in solids besides ionic, metallic and covalent bonding, yet also different 

from the weaker hydrogen and van der Waals bonding. Indeed, such support is obtained by studies of various solids employing 

atom probe tomography (APT). This technique is frequently employed to characterize the elemental distribution in solids on the 

nanoscale.25,26 In atom probe tomography, a voltage is applied to a sharp tip of a specimen creating a high field strength at the apex 

of the tip (see Figure 3). In samples which are nonconducting, in addition, a short laser pulse is applied to dislodge atomic or 

molecular fragments from the surface. The mass of the ions created is derived from the flight-time of the ions, while their point of 

arrival at the 2D detector enables the determination of their point of origin in the tip. Hence, a 3D image of the sample with atomic 
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resolution is created. Usually, low pulse powers are employed, where only a small fraction of all pulses leads to the rupture of bonds 

at the apex of the specimen and hence to the formation of ions, contrary to “nulls,” i.e., the majority of laser pulses which  do not 

produce such ions. The percentage of pulses, which is successful in creating ions is called the “detection rate” in APT. In our case, 

detection rates between 0.5% and 2.5% have been chosen. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 2. 2D map describing bonding in solids. The map is spanned by the renormalized electron transfer between adjacent 

atoms obtained after division by the formal oxidation state and the sharing of electrons between them. Triangles, diamonds, 

squares, and circles denote tetrahedrally bonded solids, distorted, and ideal rocksalt-type (octahedrally coordinated) structures, 

body-centered solids, and close-packed metals, respectively, while filled and open symbols represent thermodynamically stable 

and metastable phases. All ideal rocksalt structures for materials with half-filled p-bands are located on the green-dotted line, 

spanning from AgSbTe2 to PbSe, while all distorted octahedrally coordinated structures are situated above it, characterized by 

a larger number of electrons shared. 

 

Generally, during an APT measurement, a successful laser pulse, i.e., one that manages to dislodge a fragment from the tip, most 

probably leads only to a single ion on the detector (single event), while only a small fraction of laser pulses leads to a release of 

several fragments and therefore to more than one ion arriving on the detector, which is called “multiple events.” A small but not-

zero probability of multiple events is always observed during APT measurements.28,29 Surprisingly, in crystalline phase change 

materials like GeTe or Ge2Sb2Te5, this is very different. If a laser pulse manages to dislodge fragments, in crystalline phase change 

materials typically more than 70% of the ions come as multiples. These different ions are not formed by fragmentation of one larger 

entity on the flight path to the detector. Instead the vast majority of multiples formed is created at the tip surface. This implies that 

the bond breaking in crystalline phase change materials is unique, as depicted in Figure 4. Upon laser-assisted field evaporation in 

crystalline GeSe, Si, or InSb, or metals such as Al, Fe, or W, on the contrary, only a small probability to form multiple fragments 

is observed. Hence, there is an astonishing difference in bond breaking between these different classes of materials. It is furthermore 

interesting to note that the bond breaking in amorphous and crystalline Si does not differ, indicating that in both cases a similar 

bonding mechanism is at work. For Ge2Sb2Te5 on the contrary, the bond breaking is very different in the amorphous and the 

crystalline states. The most plausible explanation for this striking difference is a change of bonding mechanism upon crystallization 

of phase change materials such as Ge2Sb2Te5. 

To conclude this section, in Figure 5, the 2D map (cf. Figure 2) is combined with the probability of multiple events. This map 

shows that an unconventional bond rupture, i.e., a high probability for multiple events, is observed for all those materials which 

employ MVB. This further supports the view that MVB is a fundamental, unconventional bonding mechanism. 

 A Comparison of Maps to Sort Materials and Bonding Mechanisms 

Figure 2 now provides a map which appears very powerful. It separates the different bonding mechanisms (ionic, metal, and 

covalent) and furthermore provides evidence for a new bonding mechanism. While this is the first map that claims the existence of 

MVB, maps such as the one shown in Figure 2 have a long history in chemistry, since they help to sort and understand property 

trends. Hence, we have to ponder how this map compares with maps that have previously been suggested. (see Figure 6a). In it, 

they suggest using the average electronegativity as well as the difference in electronegativity as the two decisive parameters to span 

the map, which already separates ionic, metallic, and covalent bonding. Interesting enough, in the transition region between “the 

big three” a region with a different color is found, but it is not attributed to a particular bonding mechanism. Instead, it is referred 

to as the region of metalloids. Several decades later, similar maps became fashionable to explain property trends in solids. In these 

maps, the average electronegativity has often been replaced by the hybridization, a concept to describe the ease of mixing different 

orbitals, usually considering an estimate of the size of the s- and p-orbitals of the valence electrons (see Figure 6b). However, all of 

these maps are still based on empirical parameters characterizing atoms to derive their positions on the x- and y-axes. Hence, these 

maps lack structure information and two allotropes of one compound would occupy the same position in the map. Considering a 

case like carbon, this shows that it would be impossible in such a map to distinguish graphite from diamond, even though both 
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differ significantly in terms of bonding and properties. This weakness has been removed, by novel maps which include the atomic 

arrangement in DFT calculations and hence obtain a structure sensitive view on bonding,30,31 yet still use ionicity (the difference in 

electronegativity) as well as hybridization as the map coordinates. Finally, advances in Quantum Chemical Topology sketched as 

above enable an unprecedented view on bonding in solids, leading to maps as presented in Figure 2. One can now compare the 

ability of these different maps to classify materials in terms of the bonding mechanism utilized as well as their ability to identify 

borders between bonding mechanisms. We have hence used the properties of different materials to assign them a bonding 

mechanism and plot them in different types of maps. 

 

Figure 3. Schematic of the laser-assisted atom probe tomography. The needle-shaped specimen (left hand side) is subjected to a 

voltage of 1.5–8 kV and illuminated by 10 picosecond laser pulses, triggering the field evaporation of atoms or molecular 

fragments. These atoms or molecular fragments are ionized and successively projected on the position sensitive detector (right 

hand side). Reproduced with permission.27 Copyright 2018, RWTH Aachen University. Published by Wiley-VCH. 

 

Figure 4. Correlation between the probability to produce multiple events and the optical dielectric constant ε∞, an optical 

identifier of bonding mechanisms. A wide variety of materials are shown, which can be categorized into two classes considering 

their bonding mechanism. Covalently bonded materials are denoted in red, while compounds utilizing the characteristic features 

of crystalline PCMs are depicted in green. Open symbols characterize amorphous phases, filled symbols depict crystalline 

phases, while triangles describe tetrahedrally coordinated materials, squares denote p-bonded compounds (octahedral-like 

atomic coordination). amorph., rhomb. and ortho. denote amorphous, rhombohedral, and orthorhombic phases, respectively. 
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Crystalline PCMs have much larger values of the optical dielectric constant (ε∞) than all other materials and can hence be 

found on the right side of the viewgraph. Interestingly, these materials also differ from all other materials in terms of laser-

assisted field evaporation. Crystalline PCMs are characterized by a high number of multiple events, not observed in any other 

material class studied here. This provides strong evidence for a different bonding mechanism in crystalline PCMs, which is 

characterized by a higher “collectiveness” in bond rupture. Reproduced with permission.27 Copyright 2018, RWTH Aachen 

University. Published by Wiley-VCH. 

 

Figure 5. Correlation between the probability to produce multiple events and the bonding mechanism. A 3D map using the basal 

plane of electrons transferred (ET, i.e., renormalized by the oxidation state) and electrons shared showing the “probability of 

multiple events” (PME) measured by laserassisted atom probe tomography. All compounds with a high probability of creating 

several fragments upon exposure to a single laser pulse are located in an area of the map, which is characterized by sharing 

about one electron between neighboring atoms. In this region, the probability of multiple events ranges from about 60% to more 

than 80%, while the highest value observed outside this region is about 33%. There is thus apparently a close correlation between 

the property portfolio of solids characterized by different colors, the bonding mechanism as described by the number of electrons 

transferred and shared and the bond breaking as measured by the atom probe. Reproduced with permission.24 Copyright 2019, 

The Authors. Published by Wiley-VCH. 
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Figure 6. Comparison of different maps to identify bonding trends. Van Arkel/Ketelaar map (top), Littlewood map (bottom). The 

colors for each entry were determined by the material properties. The two maps, which employ different axes, show regions 

where materials cluster, which show predominantly metallic, ionic, or covalent bonding. However, these maps do not separate 

covalent compounds very well from metals or ionic compounds. Furthermore, these maps do not contain structure information, 

and can hence not distinguish different allotropes. Finally, compounds that employ metavalent bonding do not occupy a well-

defined region and are not separated from the other bonding mechanisms, even though their properties and their bond breaking 

differ significantly. 

 

Both maps depicted in Figure 6 utilize the ionicity as one of the two parameters to distinguish different bonding mechanisms. 

However, this seems to be problematic, since the electron transfer in, e.g., alkali halides such as KF (0.86) and KI (0.82) is very 

similar, yet the difference in electronegativity varies significantly more (2.49 vs 1.91). Hence both quantities make different 

predictions concerning bonding. The iconicity difference implies that there is a substantial variation in bonding going from KF to 

KI. The map in Figure 2 instead implies that the ionic bonds in both materials are rather similar, due to the similar electron transfer. 

This raises the question which of the different coordinate systems (average electronegativity vs difference of electronegativity; 

ionicity vs hybridization or electrons transferred vs electrons shared) is better suited to separate different bonding mechanisms and 

to predict property trends. Visual inspection of the three maps implies that the map presented in Figure 2 separates the different 

bonding mechanisms best and has the clearest borders between bonding mechanisms. These advantages can be attributed to the fact 

that the algorithm to produce the map in Figure 2 includes the atomic arrangement in deriving its coordinates. Furthermore, it seems 

as if the number of electrons transferred (ET) and the number of electrons shared (ES) are the “natural” coordinates to descr ibe 

bonding in solids. Hence, these coordinates are advantageous, if we try to reach our key goal, the identification of property trends 

and superior advanced functional materials, as will be shown in Section 2.7. 

From Metavalent Bonding via Crystal and Band Structure to the Unique Property Portfolio of Incipient Metals 

In the preceding sections it has been argued that MVB constitutes a unique bonding mechanism characterized by an unconventional 

property portfolio and a remarkable bond rupture upon laser-assisted field evaporation. Furthermore, it was shown that metavalently 

bonded materials are located in a well-defined region of the ES–ET map. They share about one electron between adjacent neighbors 

and are characterized by small or moderate electron transfer. In this section, we will turn the argument around and will demonstrate 

that the properties described in Section 2.2 as a unique fingerprint of metavalently bonded materials result from their unique position 

in the map depicted in Figure 2, which is closely related to the materials’ “orbital scheme,” i.e., the orbitals utilized to form bonds 

between adjacent atoms. 

Interestingly, the crystalline compounds depicted in the green region of the map (see Figure 2) share a common motif as far as the 

atomic arrangement is concerned. They are characterized by an octahedral-like atomic arrangement. Many compounds possess a 

rocksalt structure, i.e., a perfect octahedral arrangement, where the atoms are surrounded by 6 nearest neighbors. Such an 

arrangement is frequently found in ionic compounds. Yet, materials such as PbTe or PbSe possess a metallic luster and moderate 

electrical conductivity, incompatible with ionic bonding. Other materials like GeTe or Bi2Se3 can be described by a distorted 

octahedral arrangement. These different atomic arrangements are depicted in Figure 7a. The similarity of atomic arrangements 

indicates that the structures are a consequence of close similarities in chemical bonding. The bonding mechanism utilized can be 

best depicted when looking at the simplest possible materials showing MVB, elemental Sb or Bi. Both elements display a 

rhombohedral structure, i.e., an octahedral-like atomic arrangement. This atomic arrangement can be described as a simple cubic 

structure with small distortions. In Figure 7a, such a hypothetic cubic structure of Sb is displayed, which reveals the octahedral 

atomic arrangement of Sb atoms. Sb and Bi have 5 valence electrons, i.e., 2 s- and 3 p- electrons in their outermost shell. However, 

the s- and p- electrons are too far apart in energy, so that they hardly hybridize. Hence, the p-electrons alone are responsible for 

bonding. With 3 p-electrons per atom and 6 nearest neighbors, for a pair of neighboring atoms only ½ p-electron per atom is 

available to form a bond. Hence, each pair of atoms is held together by just a single p-electron (Figure 7b). 

In the language of band structure, this corresponds to a halffilled p-band. One would hence expect metallic behavior. This is depicted 

in Figure 7d. Instead, however, compounds like GeTe, PbTe, or Bi2Se3 are narrow gap semiconductors. There are two different 
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mechanisms at play which lead to an opening of the bandgap. The first is related to distortions of the simple cubic (for elements) or 

rocksalt structure (for compounds). This distortion, which is frequently denoted as a Peierls distortion,33 opens a band gap, as 

depicted in Figure 7c,d. Many, but not all of the p-bonded systems in Figure 2 reveal such a Peierls distortion, which can be 

quantified for octahedral-like systems by rPD = rl/rs, where rs is the average distance to the first (three) neighboring atoms, while rl 

represents the average distance to the next (three) adjacent atoms. However, there is a second mechanism, which these p-bonded 

systems utilize to open a bandgap. This is charge transfer between adjacent (dissimilar) atoms as displayed in Figure 7c, too. 

 

Figure 7. a) Octahedral-like coordination in PbTe, GeTe, and hypothetical cubic Sb. b) Schematic diagram of the (001) plane 

of PbTe, displaying the 𝝈-bonds formed from p-orbitals, which are responsible for the octahedral-like atomic arrangement. c) 

The middle sketch shows the symmetric atomic arrangement without charge transfer (as encountered in cubic Sb). The 

distribution of electrons is either modified by a Peierls distortion (bottom), denoted by arrows or by electron transfer (top). d) 

Density of states for the symmetric case (blue) and a situation with a Peierls distortion or alternatively charge transfer between 

the atoms leading to bandgap opening (green curve). Adapted with permission.24 Copyright 2019, The Authors. Published by 

Wiley-VCH. 

 

As discussed above, the ideal case of MVB corresponds to a perfect octahedral arrangement without any charge transfer between 

atoms. This configuration is characterized by the sharing of one electron between adjacent neighbors  (ES = 1)  and  no  electron  

transfer    (ET = 0). This MVB reference point describes cubic Sb and Bi, as displayed in Figure 2. We can now plot the size of the 

Peierls distortion as a function of ES and ET. This is shown in Figure 8. In Figure 8a, the size of the Peierls distortion is depicted 

for the p-bonded systems with octahedrallike atomic arrangement. One can see that the distortion vanishes (open circles) for all 

solids on the dashed line. The further we move up and away from the dashed line, the more the size of the Peierls distortion increases. 

Hence, we can describe systematic trends regarding a change in atomic arrangement with the two quantities, which describe trends 

in chemical bonding (ES, ET). While the size of the Peierls distortion increases with the distance from the dashed green line, a clear 

dichotomy of values is observed (Figure 8b). While metavalently bonded systems are characterized by a range of rPD values between 

1 and about 1.1, covalently bonded systems are characterized by rPD values above 1.2. This is an interesting finding, since there is 

no a priori reason, while the range of rPD values between about 1.1 and 1.2 should not be occupied. This implies that the transition 

from MVB to covalent bonding upon increasing Peierls distortion is possibly discontinuous. Such a potential discontinuity would 

provide further support to the notion that the MVB is a unique and fundamental bonding mechanism. Still, it has to be kept in mind 

that the relevant coordinate system to depict systematic property trends, including those for the Peierls distortion is 2D. One hence 

has to explore trends for the Peierls distortion as a function of electrons shared and transferred, as depicted in Figure 8. 

At the beginning of this section, it has been argued that a half-filled p-band should lead to metallic behavior. However, Peierls 

distortions and charge transfer lead to the formation of a small bandgap as illustrated in Figure 7c,d. Hence, one can expect a 

moderate electrical conductivity even for undoped compounds at room temperature. Figure 9 displays the room temperature 

electrical conductivity in a 3D map as a function of the number of electrons transferred and shared. Again, systematic trends are 

visible for the metavalently bonded systems. They show room temperature electrical conductivities 
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Figure 8. Variation of the size of the Peierls distortion. a) Size of the Peierls distortion for various p-bonded systems. 

Interestingly, the size of the Peierls distortion falls into two well-defined ranges; values of rPD between 1 and about 1.1 

characterize the metavalently bonded systems, while the covalently bonded systems have rPD values above 1.2. Hypothetic cubic 

Sb is depicted as a light green bar. b) Size of the Peierls distortion upon variation of the number of electrons shared between 

adjacent atoms and the renormalized electron transfer. The size of the circles characterizes the size of the Peierls distortion. 

Open circles denote cubic systems and thus a vanishing Peierls distortion, i.e., rPD =1.0. All these cubic systems are located on 

the dashed line. p-bonded systems with an average of 3 p-electrons per atom, i.e., a half filled p-band that are located further 

away from this dashed line reveal an increasing Peierls distortion. 

 

between (101 S cm−1 and 104 S cm−1), i.e., fall within a narrow range in close proximity to good metals (𝜎 >105 S cm−1). They 

therefore live up to their name as “incipient metals.” Furthermore, the electrical conductivities show a systematic trend with 

increasing Peierls distortion, i.e., increasing vertical distance away from the dashed green line for the cubic systems. Yet, the 

electrical conductivity also decreases with increasing electron transfer for the cubic systems along the same line. Hence, for 

metavalently bonded systems increasing both ES or ET leads to a decrease of electrical conductivity. This conclusion provides a 

new perspective on the bonding in these incipient metals and enables tailoring an important property for applications, the electrical 

conductivity of the crystalline state. Apparently, these unconventional materials possess valence electrons, which are neither fully 

localized as observed in ionic or covalent compounds, nor fully delocalized as in metals. Instead, their bonding mechanism is 

characterized by a competition between electron delocalization (metallic bonding) and electron localization (ionic or covalent 
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bonding). Interestingly, this competition, which characterizes metavalently bonded solids, leads to a unique portfolio of properties 

that can be tailored. 

 

Figure 9. Correlation between the electrical conductivity of solids and their bonding mechanism. A 3D map using the basal 

plane of electrons transferred (ET, i.e., renormalized by the oxidation state) and electrons shared showing the electrical 

conductivity of solids without extrinsic doping at room temperature. All compounds that utilize metavalent bonding possess a 

conductivity between 101 and 104 S cm−1), which approaches the typical range of metals (around 105 S cm−1). Withincreasing 

Peierls distortion, which is also reflected in an increase of the number of electrons shared between adjacent atoms, the electrical 

conductivity decreases for metavalently bonded solids. Ionic and most covalent compounds have a much lower electrical 

conductivity. Only a few covalently bonded semiconductors with narrow bandgap like InSb also reveal a high electrical 

conductivity at room temperature. Reproduced with permission.24 Copyright 2019, The Authors. Published by Wiley-VCH. 

 

Figure 10 shows three additional fingerprints of metavalently bonded solids, large values of the Born effective charge Z*, high 

values of the optical dielectric constant ε∞ as well as large Grüneisen parameters for the transverse optical modes γTO, a measure 

of anharmonicity. Clear dependencies on chemical bonding are observed for all three properties (Z*, ε∞, and γTO). The chemical 

bond polarizability, which is characterized by the Born effective charge Z*, is very high for those p-bonded materials (marked by 

green diamonds), which employ MVB. Z* notably decreases upon increasing size of the Peierls distortion, and the concomitant 

increase of the number of electrons shared between neighboring atoms (ES). In contrast, the chemical bond polarizability (Z*) 

appears less affected by increasing electron transfer (ET). Upon approaching the border to ionic bonding Z* apparently remains still 

rather large. This is interesting, since it implies that different properties change differently when approaching different borders, a 

finding that is indicative of a significant potential to tailor the properties of metavalently bonded materials. 

It should also be noted that high values of the Born effective charge Z* are also observed for ferroelectric oxides, which do not 

employ MVB. For these oxides, the high value of Z* is indicative of a structural instability, which is also frequently accompanied 

by soft modes, in particular transverse optical modes with particularly low frequency. Nevertheless, ferroelectric oxides and 

metavalently bonded materials also show very pronounced differences in material properties and hence do not employ the same 

bonding mechanism. This can be seen, for example, when looking at the optical dielectric constant 𝜀∞, a measure of the electronic 

polarizability. This quantity is very high for metavalently bonded materials, as displayed in Figure 10b. The large values observed 

are indicative of an electronic instability, which has been already sketched in Figure 7. Ferroelectric oxides, on the contrary do not 

possess high values of 𝜀∞. While they are characterized by a structural instability, they lack an electronic instability. Metavalently 

bonded materials, on the contrary, possess an electronic instability, which is accompanied by a concomitant structural instability. 

Finally, in Figure 10c, the Grüneisen parameter for the transverse optical modes is depicted. The Grüneisen parameter describes the 

logarithmic derivative of the frequency of transverse optical phonons with respect to volume. This quantity is a measure of the 

anharmonicity of the solid. For acoustic modes in normal solids values between 1 and 2 are usually found. For metavalently bonded 

materials, instead, much higher values are observed. Again, these values decrease with increasing Peierls distortion and the 

associated increase of the number of electrons shared between adjacent atoms. 

Summarizing the main message of this section, we can explain the unique property portfolio of incipient metals based upon the 

half-filled p-bands leading to 𝜎-bonds between adjacent atoms. The related electronic instabilities (localization vs delocalization) 

lead to charge transfer and distortions. This provides the opportunity to tailor the unique property portfolio compiled in Table 1. 

To evaluate the ability to separate materials utilizing different bonding mechanisms and to visualize the predictive power of the 

various maps, an interactive representation of the bonding maps was created. This interactive tool,34 which is briefly described in 

the supplement can be accessed at materials-map.rwth-aachen.de. 
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Distinguishing Metavalent Bonding from Resonant Bonding 

In the past, many scientists have denoted the bonding mechanism of crystalline phase change materials as resonant bonding. The 

concept of resonant bonding has been employed to explain the property contrast between the amorphous and crystalline phase of 

these compounds,35,36 the low thermal conductivity of GeTe and PbTe37 as well as a number of other interesting properties. Thus, 

the concept of resonant bonding in chalcogenides has been widely accepted by the community. Hence, we should pause for a 

moment to check if a change of the bonding name is really mandatory. Interestingly, we are not suggesting this name change since 

any of the previous measurements or calculations were wrong. There is no controversy regarding the unconventional properties of 

crystalline phase change materials such as GeTe, Sb2Te3, or Ge2Sb2Te5. These compounds are characterized by large values of Z* 

and 𝜀∞, as well as high values of the Grüneisen parameter for transverse optical modes 𝛾TO and an effective coordination number 

(ECoN) incompatible with ordinary covalent bonding. Finally, they possess an electrical conductivity in the crystalline phase, which 

is neither typical for metals nor for covalently bonded semiconductors. Are these unconventional properties sufficient to denote the 

bonding in these materials as resonant bonding? This seems justified if we can prove that materials like benzene or graphite, where 

the concept of resonant bonding has stronger historical roots explaining atomic arrangement and material characteristics, have 

properties which closely resemble those of GeTe, Sb2Te3, or PbTe. 

 

 

Figure 10. Correlation between different characteristic material properties and the related bonding mechanism. A 3D map using 

the basal plane of electrons transferred (ET, i.e., renormalized by the oxidation state) and electrons shared showing the a) 

chemical bond polarizability as characterized by the Born effective charge. b) Electronic polarizability which can be described 

by the optical dielectric constant 𝜀∞. Finally, in c), the Grüneisen parameter for transverse optical modes 𝛾TO is depicted, 

providing a measure of the lattice anharmonicity. Systematic trends are observed for all three properties within the region where 

metavalently bonded systems are found. Increasing electron transfer, as well as pronounced electron sharing lead to a strong 

decrease of Z* and the optical dielectric constant 𝜺∞. Adapted with permission.24 Copyright 2019, The Authors. Published by 

Wiley-VCH. 
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However, this is not the case as we can see in Figure 11, where several different properties of GeTe, SnTe, and PbTe are compared 

with benzene and graphite. 

 

Figure 11. Physical properties of different materials previously called “resonantly bonded.” a) Phonon frequencies, 𝝎i, for 

transverse optical modes in GeTe, SnTe, and PbTe as a function of pressure. Since GeTe and SnTe transform from a 

rhombohedral to a cubic structure, the respective transition pressure is set as reference (pT =8.1 GPa for GeTe, 0.7 GPa for 

SnTe). b) Absolute Grüneisen parameters, |𝜸𝒊|, for transverse optical modes, as an indicator for an anharmonic lattice 

instability. c) Optical dielectric constants, 𝜺∞, as an indicator for the electronic susceptibility. d–f) Same for the textbook examples 

of Pauling-like resonant bonding in molecules (benzene) and solids (graphite), respectively. No anharmonic behavior and no 

unusually high values of 𝜺∞ are observed. Where available, experimental data are included to ascertain the suitability of the 

computational method (asterisks); these data are taken from refs. 35 and 38 panel d), respectively. The remarkable differences 

between the upper and lower panels suggest that the bonding nature in both materials classes must be fundamentally different, 

and that therefore the use of the term “resonant bonding” in PCMs needs to be abandoned. Reproduced with permission.23  

In Figure 11a, the dependence of the frequency of optical phonons, 𝜔i on external pressure is depicted for GeTe, SnTe, and PbTe. 

In all of them, 𝜔i changes strongly with external pressure, leading to very large absolute Grüneisen parameters |𝛾𝑖|,. The results in 

Figure 11b not only reveal that the interaction potential for GeTe, SnTe, and PbTe is very anharmonic, but they explain why these 

materials have such a low thermal conductivity.24,37 Large values of 𝛾𝑖 lead to low thermal conductivities of the lattice. As a 

consequence of this anharmonicity, incipient metals (in particular, PbTe and its chemical derivatives) are promising candidates for 

thermoelectrics.15,24 Furthermore, the structural transition is linked to an electronic instability, reflected in an anomalous increase 

in the optical dielectric constant (Figure 11c). Such a link between structural and electronic anomalies is by far not universally 

present. For example, ionic ferroelectrics such as noncentrosymmetric oxides show unique structural but not electronic instabilities 

near the phase transition. 

For direct comparison, the same quantities for the textbook cases of 39 “resonance,” namely, benzene and graphite (Figure 11d–f) 

are displayed, too. No similar effect and no anomalous behavior are observed in these materials: the bonding is stiff (reflected in 

large vibrational frequencies that change only slowly with pressure), presumably due to the rigid sp2 backbone, and the optical 

polarizability is lower by orders of magnitude than in incipient metals (note the logarithmic axes in Figure 11e,f). Since the physical 

properties, as determined by the bonding, are quantitatively and qualitatively different between “resonantly” bonded materials and 

the above-mentioned chalcogenides, one should abandon calling the chalcogenides “resonantly bonded.” 

There is further evidence that the underlying fundamental bonding mechanism must be different. Studying bond rupture in carbon 

nanotubes, which can be considered as rolled-up grapheme sheets, reveals a conventional bond breaking, i.e., a low probability to 

form multiple events,40  in striking contrast to the bond rupture observed for crystalline phase change materials. This pronounced 

difference in bond breaking provides further evidence for the fundamental difference in bonding between resonantly bonded 

graphene and metavalently bonded chalcogenides. Finally, in Figure 2, graphite (ET = 0, ES = 2.32) is positioned in a very different 

region from the metavalently bonded materials, which are located in the region of ES around 1.0 and small values of ET. While the 

lack of charge transfer between the atoms in graphite is to be expected for an elemental solid, the large value of ES (2.32) is due to 

two different bonds between adjacent carbon atoms, a 𝜎-bond coming from the sp2 orbitals of neighboring atoms, and a 𝜋-bond 

stemming from the pz-orbital of those atoms. Hence, the properties of benzene, graphite, and graphene are dominated by these two 

bonds, one providing the covalent backbone (𝜎-bond) and the other one the states at the Fermi-level (𝜋-bond). In contrast, in GeTe 

there is only a 𝜎-bond, which comes from the half-filled p-band. As discussed in the previous section, this electronic configuration 
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is unstable with respect to charge transfer and Peierl’s distortions. Hence, we can summarize that there is compelling evidence that 

resonant bonding as in graphene, graphite, and benzene is fundamentally different from the bonding mechanism in GeTe, PbTe, 

Sb2Te3, and AgSbTe2. This has led to the suggestion to call these chalcogenides and related compounds incipient metals and their 

bonding mechanism metavalent bonding. 

In the outlook, I will describe the conceptional advantages of separating metavalent bonding from resonant bonding and will sketch 

a plethora of exciting questions for research which are a direct consequence of the emergence of a new, fundamental, bonding 

mechanism. 

From Metavalent Bonding to Applications 

In previous Section, it was shown how the unique property portfolio of incipient metals can be explained by very few assumptions 

about the mechanism underlying MVB. In Section 2.4, it was shown that all metavalently bonded materials are found in a rather 

well-defined region of the map depicted in Figure 2. However, the true value of a map does not only come from its ability to 

distinguish different regions (here bonding mechanisms), it also stems from its potential to predict. We will focus on this aspect in 

the following, which is relevant for applications. So far, property trends were displayed for five different quantities (𝜎, Z*, 𝜔∞, 𝛾𝑇𝑂, 

and ECoN (or size of the Peierls distortion, respectively)) in Figures 8, 9, and 10, where clear tendencies were observed upon 

changing ES and ET. These changes could be related to systematic bonding changes. Hence, we now have a tool at hand to tailor 

properties. This is particularly promising, if advanced functional materials are to be designed, where the search for the best possible 

materials is a difficult task. Thermoelectric devices provide an interesting example. Such devices critically depend on the 

performance of the thermoelectric material used. The quality of a thermoelectric solid is defined by a single parameter, the figure 

of merit zT, which is where S and 𝜎 are the Seebeck coefficient and electrical conductivity and their product S2𝜎 is called power 

factor; T, ke, and kI are the absolute temperature, the electronic thermal conductivity, and the lattice thermal conductivity, 

respectively.4 

Hence, the task to tailor thermoelectrics appears simple at first, “it is just optimizing a single quantity, zT.” Nevertheless, as pointed 

out by Singh,42 this is like finding a needle in a haystack, since closer inspection of zT reveals, that we are looking for solids which 

are as conductive for charge as metals, which possess a high Seebeck coefficient, like typical semiconductors, and are poor thermal 

conductors, such as glasses. Clearly, this sounds like a set of contradicting requirements. Indeed, sophisticated concepts have been 

devised to solve this challenge, including optimum doping,43 electron crystal—phonon glass concepts,44 nanostructuring and the 

like.45–48  Yet, we can also wonder, which potential a map such as the one shown in Figure 2 possesses. Notably, in the region 

between metallic and covalent bonding, a number of materials are found, which are known to be good thermoelectrics, including 

PbTe, PbSe, Bi2Te3, and GeTe based alloys. This implies that there should be a link between the application potential of these 

materials as thermoelectrics and the bonding mechanism they utilize. Indeed, we can now plot the relevant figure of merit as the 

third dimension of the map. In Figure 12, data are depicted showing the zT value of different intrinsic materials (prior to doping 

with foreign elements) for more than 50 compounds adopting different bonding mechanisms. These data reveal that materials which 

employ MVB possess particularly high values of zT. One could now search for clear property trends in this 3D map to identify 

suitable materials, which might even lead to the identification of compounds with higher values of zT. Clearly, the density of the 

data points is not yet sufficient to derive clear trends for zT. However, this is just a matter of time, before such higher data densities 

become available. Alternatively, experiments can be designed to search for such trends. For example, one could start with a given 

compound, say PbTe, and alloy it with say Sb2Te3. The map suggests such systematic studies of stoichiometry trends and provides 

a framework to discuss property trends in terms of the number of electrons shared and transferred. 
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Figure 12. Correlation between the thermoelectric figure of merit zT and the bonding mechanism. A 3D map using the basal 

plane of electrons transferred (ET, i.e., renormalized by the oxidation state) and electrons shared showing the figure of merit zT 

of different intrinsic materials, prior to doping with foreign elements. All compounds with a high zT value in this map are 

characterized by metavalent bonding. Reproduced with permission.24 Copyright 2019, The Authors. Published by Wiley-VCH. 

 

However, there is a second option how to progress. One can also explore how other physical properties change with stoichiometry 

within a 3D map. This approach potentially provides a framework, to explain and understand trends. In Figures 9 and 10, four 

different quantities are depicted, namely the electrical conductivity 𝜎, the Born effective charge Z*, the optical dielectric constant 

𝜎∞ and the Grüneisen parameter (for transverse optical modes) 𝛾𝑇𝑂, which are potentially linked to the thermoelectric performance 

of the corresponding solids. One can now explore which of the quantities seems most closely related to zT. Clearly, for the quantities 

depicted in Figures 9 and 10, the Grüneisen parameter 𝛾𝑇𝑂, and the electrical conductivity 𝜎 show a pronounced correlation to zT. 

This is not surprising, since high Grüneisen parameters should lead to low thermal conductivities, in line with experimental data 

for different chalcogenides, 49 as well as DFT calculations, which relate the low thermal conductivity to the unique bonding 

mechanism.37 Yet, Figure 10 also shows systematic changes for the electrical conductivity upon changes in bonding. As clearly 

visible in Figure 10, the electrical conductivity should not be too small. This can be realized for metavalently bonded materials, if 

both the local distortions and the charge transfer are not too large. 

Finally, high values of zT also require high Seebeck coefficients. Recently, it has been shown how large Seebeck coefficients can 

be combined with high electrical conductivities in materials which employ MVB.50 This enabled the realization of power factors as 

large as   8x10−4 W m−1 K−1 at room temperature. Interestingly, upon the transition to ordinary covalent bonding, the power factor 

instantaneously is dropping by a factor of 8, providing further evidence for the intimate relationship between bonding mechanism 

and resulting material properties. 

Many of the materials in Figure 2 such as GeTe and Sb2Te3 are also well-known phase change materials. It is thus tempting to use 

the map in Figure 2 to optimize phase change materials. However, this task is facing several challenges. First of all, the term “phase 

change material” is ill-defined. There are phase change materials for optical and electrical data storage, those for reconfigurable 

photonic applications and even those for energy storage, which consist of an entirely different material class altogether. 

Furthermore, there is no single figure of merit that can be utilized to optimize phase change materials, in contrast with the situation 

encountered for thermoelectrics. This can be seen when comparing the different usages of phase change materials for data storage. 

In rewriteable optical data storage, for example, the optical contrast between the two different phases plays a prominent role, while 

in nonvolatile electronic memories a huge difference in the electrical conductivity of both phases is highly desirable. Further 

application-specific requirements exist. For automotive applications elevated operation temperatures might be encountered, creating 

tightened requirements for the stability of the amorphous phase at these temperatures. On the other hand, fast switching speeds and 

cyclability are crucial for DRAM-like storage, as encountered in storage class memories.51 Hence, the optimization of phase change 

materials for data storage depends significantly on the specific mode of application. Still, from the data and discussions presented 

here, a few conclusions can be drawn. To do so, we will focus on optical properties first. The word “phase change material” in this 

context refers to the fact that these materials can be stabilized in two different phases with different optical properties. It is 

advantageous to distinguish a phase change, which is temperature controlled as in VO2, where around 340 K a transition from a 
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semiconducting to a metallic state occurs,[52] from a transition between two different states which is controlled by transformation 

kinetics as is GeTe. In VO2 and other similar materials, it is not possible to stabilize the material in two different states at the same 

temperature. Hence, nonvolatile memory applications are impossible, however, smart windows and other advanced functionalities 

can be realized. To separate these two material classes, the term phase transition material has recently been employed for VO2 and 

related materials.53 In a phase change material like GeTe, it is possible to stabilize the material in two different phases at the same 

temperature, i.e., room temperature, to store data or realize a switch. For this application, the two phases need to have different 

optical properties. Such a difference in optical properties can have different origins. The Clausius-Mosotti equation shows that 

optical properties of a solid like the refractive index depend upon its density. Hence, a change in density, without a concomitant 

change in the electronic polarizability already produces a change of the refractive index. Usually such density changes in solids are 

quite modest. Amorphous Si, for example, is just 1.8% less dense than crystalline Si and hence only has a marginally lower refractive 

index. For Sb2S3, on the contrary, the density increases by 35% upon crystallization, leading to a significant change of the refractive 

index and the bandgap.54 A pronounced density change also occurs for GeSe, where crystallization is accompanied by an increase 

in density of 5%, again leading to a discernible optical contrast between both phases.55 For typical phase change materials like 

GeTe, Sb2Te3, and Ge2Sb2Te5, there is also a modest density change of 5%–10% between the amorphous and crystalline phase,56 

leading to a concomitant change in the joint density of states. However, a much larger contribution to the optical contrast comes 

from the change in the matrix element for the optical transition.57 This is due to the much better alignment of the p-orbitals in the 

metavalently bonded crystalline state, compared to the amorphous state36 which is characterized by higher levels of the Peierls 

distortion. In such a phase change memory, we are thus switching a compound between its metavalent crystalline and amorphous 

covalent state. Hence the optical contrast in phase change materials like GeTe or Ge2Sb2Te5 does not require a major density change 

upon crystallization, which is accompanied by mechanical stresses endangering the cyclability of the switching process.58 

For photonic applications, at least a set of parameters has been identified that is crucial for successful applications. These parameters 

are depicted in Figure 13. One can now use maps as shown in Figure 13 to search for tailored materials for reconfigurable photonic 

applications at a given laser wavelength. We are not aware of such systematic studies so far. The same holds for applications of 

phase change materials in nonvolatile electronic memories. Again, it seems rewarding to exploit the potential of maps such as the 

one depicted in Figure 2 to identify property trends and search for materials with tailored properties. 

 

Figure 13. Set of requirements for a material to realize active photonic switches working at a near-infrared wavelength of 1550 

nm. The red dashed line shows the set of desired properties, while the solid lines marks the properties offered by Ge2Sb2Te5. 

Finally, we would like to comment on another recent application area of incipient metals like Bi2Se3 or SnTe. Since these materials 

contain elements with large atomic numbers, they possess strong spin–orbit coupling, one of the preconditions for topological 

insulators. Furthermore, as discussed in Section 2.5, the incipient metals discussed here are narrow gap semiconductors. This 

facilitates the band inversion required to create topologically protected (surface) states. Indeed, a number of compounds have been 

identified as topological insulators as displayed in Figure 14. In this figure, compounds that form a topological insulator are marked 

by yellow circles.59,60 All materials that are depicted but are not marked by a yellow circle do not form a topological insulator. 

Please note, that in some cases materials form a topological insulator but not for the phase that has been characterized in this study. 

As Figure 14 shows, many chalcogenides such as PbTe, PbSe, and PbS, but also Bi2Te3, Bi2Se3, and SnTe form topological 

insulators. Yet, this information was known, before the concept of metavalent bonding has been introduced. Hence, one can raise 

the question if this concept provides any insights, which can help to tailor topological insulators. There are two reasons why the 

concept of MVB provides relevant insights to scientists working on topological insulators and their applications. As discussed in 

more detail from, thin films of materials that show MVB possess a pronounced thickness dependence of the atomic arrangement 

and their properties, which can be attributed to the competition between electron delocalization and electron localization. 

Furthermore, in the relevant chalcogenides,  the  Fermi  energy  is  often  located in 
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Figure 14. Correlation between the existence of a 

topological insulator phase and the bonding 

mechanism. 2D map using the basal plane of electrons 

transferred (ET, i.e., renormalized by the oxidation 

state) and electrons shared depicting materials which 

have phases, which are topological insulators by 

yellow circles. See text for further details. 

the valence band (sometimes in the conduction band 

instead) since defects like vacancies can easily form in 

these materials. Under these circumstances, the 

electrical conductivity is dominated by a contribution 

from the bulk and not by the topologically protected 

surface states. This has been attributed to the ease of 

vacancy formation in these chalcogenides, which has 

been explained by the existence of antibonding states 

right at and below the Fermi energy.61 In such a case, it 

is favorable to depopulate these antibonding states by 

vacancy formation. So, also regarding topological insulators one could look for systematic trends in the number of charge carriers 

versus map position. 

Ultrathin Films of SnTe and GeTe 

In recent years, there have been several studies of the property dependence on film thickness in materials, which have been identified 

as topological insulators. In particular, for Bi2Se3 62 and SnTe,63 a pronounced dependence of the bandgap and the optical properties 

on the film thickness has been reported. It is intriguing to raise the question if this effect can be related to metavalent bonding, too. 

We have argued that MVB is characterized by a competition of electron delocalization as in metals and electron localization as in 

ionic or covalent compounds. Reducing the dimensions of the sample should thus impede electron delocalization, changing the 

structure and properties of thin films. Indeed, such effects have been reported for SnTe and Bi2Se3 thin films. Hence, before 

progressing to the effect of nanoscale confinement on specifically phase change materials (PCMs), it is interesting to discuss 

materials possessing MVB showing unique behavior when scaled down to a few or monolayer dimensions. 

SnTe is an interesting case. It is not suitable for applications as a phase change material, since its amorphous phase is not stable 

enough against crystallization at room temperature. Nevertheless, it is located in the region characteristic for MVB in Figure 2. 

Furthermore, it is known for its superconducting thermoelectric and ferroelectric properties64  and also as a topological crystalline 

insulator.65 Its richness in properties likely stems from the competition of electron delocalization and electron localization, which 

characterizes MVB. This is closely associated with tunable structural instabilities.66,67 Recently, it was discovered that the 

ferroelectric transition temperature Tc was as high as 270 K for 2 atomic layer (AL) thick SnTe films grown on graphene substrates 

by van der Waals epitaxy, whereas the Tc of bulk SnTe is only about 100 K.63 This behavior is opposite to all ferroelectrics known 

at that time where Tc decreases when films approach the nanometer scale range. When the SnTe films were grown with a thickness 

above 10 nm their properties corresponded to those of bulk material.68 The origin of the enhancement of Tc in ultrathin SnTe films, 

and a series of related phenomena, such as the dramatic reduction of defect concentration and the increase of its bandgap. The 

associated perspective article already coupled SnTe to MVB (referred to as resonant bonding at that time) and to a material at the 

crosspoint of several competing structures, including possibly even the layered orthorhombic phase.66 

Very recent papers now shed light on the peculiar behavior of ultrathin SnTe films.64,67 As generally holds for MVB, there are three 

p electrons that stabilize six nearest neighbor bonds in an octahedral-like fashion. The basic structure is of rock-salt type (𝛽-SnTe), 

but at low temperature, a Peierls-like rhombic distortion along one of the four ⟨111⟩ directions takes place resulting in the R3m 

symmetry, which is a ferroelectric phase (𝛼-SnTe). This type of distortion is also characteristic for MVB and similar behavior is 

shown by GeTe (see Figure 7). The transition temperature Tc is 670 K for bulk GeTe, while it is only about 100 K for bulk SnTe. 

Both of these two materials, like many PCMs, suffer from a large amount of intrinsic cation vacancies,61 which creates a p-type 

carrier concentration as high as 1020–1021 cm−3, incompatible with robust ferroelectric behavior. Now the solution of the puzzle 

appears to be that in the ultrathin films a third structure is observed, a layered orthorhombic phase with the Pnma (𝛾-SnTe) space 

group, that also occurs at room temperature when a pressure higher than 18 kbar is applied to SnTe.67,64 This 𝛾-SnTe has an antipolar 

orthorhombic van der Waals structure and is isostructural to the stable (bulk) phase of SnSe. For a 2 AL film a net in-plane 

polarization occurs, but in a 4 AL film the pair of 2 ALs separated by a van der Waals gap align antiparallel and thus do not create 

a net polarization. For a 6 AL film again, a net polarization occurs. Since, compared to bulk SnTe, also the bandgap is dramatically 

increased and the charge carrier density is reduced by orders of magnitude when the film thickness is scaled down to 2 AL, robust 

ferroelectric behavior emerges. This example is intriguing, because it shows behavior typical for materials possessing MVB, being 

sensitive to distortions and thus external effects invoking such distortions which lead to large property changes. Moreover, this 

example probably shows the destruction of MVB prevailing in 𝛼-SnTe to mixed ionic-covalent bonding in 𝛾-SnTe, analogous when 

going from rock-salt SnTe to orthorhombic SnSe in the map depicted in Figure 2. 

Also for ultrathin GeTe films striking observations have been made. GeTe is a well-known PCM of its own and even more widely 

applied when combined with Sb2Te3. In addition, it is used in thermoelectric materials like TAGS,69,70 a solid solution of GeTe and 
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AgSbTe2. Recently, GeTe has also been shown to be the basis of the novel class of ferroelectric Rashba semiconductors.71  As 

generally holds for (bulk) PCMs the crystalline phase is an incipient metal possessing MVB, whereas the amorphous phase shows 

predominantly covalent bonding as can be seen from its properties such as larger bandgap, reduced Born effective charge and lower 

ECoN. What happens for ultrathin films of GeTe? Of course when ultrathin films are grown at low temperatures such as room 

temperature, where the atomic mobility is insufficient, (metastable) amorphous films are formed. Upon growth at high temperature, 

well above the crystallization temperature of bulk GeTe, (stable) crystalline structures develop. However, ultrathin films of GeTe 

grown by molecular beam epitaxy (MBE) on a Si(111) – (1 x 1)–H substrate surface at a temperature as high as 260 oC, well above 

the crystallization temperature of bulk GeTe of 200 o C, turn out to be initially (up to four bilayers (BLs)) amorphous.72  In contrast, 

when GeTe is grown using the same conditions on the Si(111)–(√3 x√3)R30o–Sb surface it directly grows with a crystalline 

structure.72  When the GeTe film is grown beyond four BLs on the Si(111)–(1 x 1)–H surface it switches to an epitaxial structure 

(for the entire film). These results show that the details of the initial surface are crucial for the type of structure that is formed in the 

thin film and therefore its properties (see another example in ref. 73). This conclusion may sound rather obvious, but what is special 

here is that it can be associated with the switch from (predominantly) covalent bonding within GeTe films up to 4 BLs to MVB 

beyond 4 BLs. It could be a fingerprint that MVB depends sensitively on boundary conditions and this readily occurs when materials 

possessing MVB are confined to nanoscale dimensions. Hence, the observed unconventional dependence of structure and properties 

on film thickness for materials utilizing MVB can be related to their unconventional bonding mechanism. 

Phase-Change Materials in Nanoscale Dimensions 

The ability to scale down has been a critical requirement for any viable memory technology. The paradigm has been that a memory 

that cannot scale has no future. One of the strong points of phase change memory is that it appears to scale quite well.74,75 Particularly 

for PCMs, scaling is required, not only to achieve higher data densities capable of processing larger amounts of information. It is 

also crucial to increase the power efficiency to switch between memory states. Yet, scaling is not only critical for the applications 

of PCMs, but it is also of fundamental interest to improve our understanding of this intriguing class of materials, showing so many 

remarkable properties. Hence, in the last section already peculiar properties were discussed in conjunction with MVB. In this 

section, we want to focus on the fundamental materials science aspects, hoping to systematically address the science of downscaling 

PCMs, where Section 3.1 focuses on thin films and Section 3.2 on nanoparticles, with particular emphasis on crystallization kinetics. 

 

Figure 15. The fundamental physics of nanoscale confinement. Left: Density of states (DOS) in one band of a semiconductor 

as a function of dimension. Right: Schematic illustration of the difference in DOS of bulk and nanocrystals for metals and 

semiconductors, respectively. Figure inspired by ref. 77. 

Reducing the size of materials toward the nanometer scale often has profound effects on their properties.76–79  It can lead to properties 

that differ from those of the bulk material, but sometimes even provides novel or unique properties not found in the corresponding 

bulk materials or gives size-dependent behavior, which allows tailoring of properties for certain applications. These nanoscale size 

effects can have several physical origins, which for instance can be categorized as76–79 

1. Large surface/interface area to volume ratio; 

2. Quantum confinement; 

3. Internal physical length scales in the material, e.g., correlation lengths like (magnetic, ferroelectric) domain wall widths, 

interact with limited object size; 

4. In addition, we also expect unique nanoscale size effects in relation to MVB. 

In phase-change materials (PCMs) mainly category 1 received attention and is considered to be the dominant effect for thin films. 

It will be reviewed in detail below. In the nanoscale object the fraction of atoms at the surface or interface is significant compared 
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to atoms in the bulk and can be tuned by the object size. Related effects are the key role played by surface or interface energy, but 

also the stresses generated at interfaces or merely caused by the presence of free surfaces of nanoscale objects. The latter effect 

seems counterintuitive, because stresses can relax at free surfaces and the component perpendicular to the free surface must be zero. 

Still, a nanoparticle (which does not have to be spherical) with a size d, experiences an internal pressure that scales with 𝛾/d, where 

𝛾 is the surface energy.80 Stresses can thus become huge when the nanoparticle reaches a size of one nanometer and can even induce 

phase transformations.81,82 However, in thin films the internal pressure remains effectively zero, even if the film is scaled down to 

its ultimate limits. In this case, stresses can only be induced at the film substrate interface and can only act inplane (and not out-of-

plane). 

This last paragraph shows the importance of making a proper distinction between the dimensions of down-scaling. The effects of 

down-scaling are rather different for thin films, nanowires, or nanoparticles (either with free surfaces or embedded). For instance, 

the above mentioned category 2, quantum confinement, has a rather limited effect on thin films, but has a large impact on 

nanoparticles, in particular when of semiconductor type. To explain this more clearly, Figure 15 is instrumental. It shows that 

downscaling initially only affects the (valence and conduction) band edges: the density of states (DoS) at these edges becomes 

quantized for thin films in steps, for nanowires in Van-Hove singularities characteristic for 1D systems and for nanoparticles the 

DoS approaches discrete atomic-like states. Now, since for metals the Fermi level is somewhere in the middle of the band, they 

remain unaffected by down-scaling as long as the size is over a few hundred atoms and the temperature is above a few Kelvin. For 

semiconductors, the Fermi level is centered in the bandgap and thus the electrical and optical behavior is rapidly affected by 

downscaling, leading to pronounced size effects at room temperature for particles as large as 10 nm (see Figure 15).77 

For PCMs the picture that thus emerges is that quantum confinement will hardly affect thin film properties, but can be quite relevant 

for nanoparticles or confined PCM volumes that will play an increasingly important role in aggressively downscaled phase change 

memory.51,83,84 Of course the above picture is still oversimplified, because, for instance, it only holds for crystalline materials and 

is based on a free electron gas. The DoS of amorphous and crystalline semiconductors show important differences.85 Moreover, the 

crystalline state of PCMs is generally considered metallic, in the sense that the Fermi level does not lie in the bandgap, but instead 

in a region with a significant DoS. Crystalline PCMs, particularly GeSbTe or GeTe alloys with structures close to the rocksalt one, 

are in general degenerate p-type semiconductors with the Fermi-level situated within the top of the valence band.32 Therefore, 

quantum confinement can still affect the low resistance state for three-dimensionally confined PCMs (either as free particles or 

embedded volumes). To the best of our knowledge proof for explicit quantum confinement effects observed for PCMs is still lacking 

and in view of the analysis presented here, deserves prime attention in future research. An additional intriguing open question is 

how specifically MVB will cope with and react to size effects within the above three categories including interfaces and quantum 

confinement.  

Confinement in Thin Films 

Very abundant is the PCM literature on the role played by interfaces when PCM films become progressively thinner. A hot topic 

of research in the field of PCMs, where interfaces play a dominant role, is centered around chalcogenide superlattices (CSLs), in 

particular superlattices formed by alternating units of Sb2Te3 and GeTe. The excitement about CSLs is mainly due to the reported 

superior memory performance of these Sb2Te3–GeTe superlattices compared to ordinary Ge–Sb– Te alloys (on the Sb2Te3–GeTe 

tie-line), which rely on switching between amorphous and crystalline phases.86 This new memory type based on CSLs has been 

coined initially iPCM (interfacial phase change memory)86 and in a later stage also TRAM (topological-switching random access 

memory).87 The former name stresses the importance of the interfaces present in the superlattice for the memory performance and 

the latter name highlights the potential role played by topological insulating behavior of the materials and its interfaces. Indeed, one 

of the sublayers of the CSL, Sb2Te3, is a well-known topological insulator.88,89 This also holds for specific types of atomic stacking 

in the trigonal GST structures.90 GeTe can be considered a normal insulator. Still, in its ground state it experiences a kind of Peierls 

distortion32 leading to weak ferroelectric order with polarization along the108 axis of the rhombohedral lattice (which is the [0001] 

axis when hexagonal notation is used for the trigonal structure) (see Figure 7). Therefore, the interfaces between Sb2Te3 and GeTe 

may show special behavior, where the conductive states at the interfaces may be switched on or off by electrical field or potentially 

also stress (pressure).90 Still, there is strong scientific debate about the actual mechanism that causes the improved performance of 

the CSL memory over the traditional GST memory. Since several recent reviews have addressed the current understanding and the 

open issues in this field91,92 the present review will not focus on iPCMs. Instead, in the next sections, the focus will be on how 

nanoscale confinement in thin films and nanoparticles will affect the properties of PCMs with particular attention to a fundamental 

property, namely the crystallization\ temperature TX. Maybe at first sight this does not appear as such a spectacular property. 

However, as the review below will show there is, similar to the glass transition temperature Tg, rich but also poorly understood 

physics underlying these transition temperatures. During glass formation, the microscopic structure of the material, as probed by, 

e.g., the radial distribution function g(r) or static structure factor S(k), undergoes only very minor changes, yet both the viscosity 

and dynamic relaxation time increase by many orders of magnitude.93 It is this seemingly paradoxical discrepancy between structure 

and dynamics that makes the glass transition such a difficult theoretical problem already for the bulk, let alone for thin films and 

nanoparticles. 

The influence of nanoscale size effects on the behavior of materials is a large branch of research in materials science. In PCMs, we 

have an additional property portfolio, because we are not only interested in the nanoscale size effects on the properties of a singular 

material, but particularly how they affect the transition between two (solid) phases of a material. In fact, most attention in the PCM 

literature has been on this latter effect and much less on how size effects influence the properties of the separate phases. This 
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attention is also obvious given the importance of the phase transition for the applications of PCMs. Still, in addition, the reversible 

phase transition between the amorphous and crystalline material can be used as an effective sensor to monitor the influence of size 

effects. A property that relies on the difference between two phases can be more sensitive to size or other effects than the property 

of a single phase. 

Crystallization Temperature of PCM Thin Films 

One of the most central properties of PCMs, relying on the difference mentioned in the last sentence of the previous section, is the 

crystallization temperature, here denoted as TX. It is a strong indicator of the amorphous phase stability and thus data retention. 

Although it is standard procedure to determine the TX of any newly synthesized PCM, there is no such thing as a single and unique 

value of TX for a given PCM. TX is dependent on thermal history, which most commonly is dictated by the heating rate. It is well 

known that TX increases with increasing heating rate, an effect widely used to study the kinetics of the phase transformation, e.g., 

by applying the so-called Kissinger analysis.94,95 So, instead of TX it would be better to use the glass transition temperature Tg, 

because it is a better defined quantity. However, Tg-values of PCMs are generally not or very poorly known. PCMs must be poor 

glass formers (since it is required that only with very high cooling rates they become a glass) and upon heating the glass transition 

is then not visible as it is generally obscured by direct crystallization.96 Only with special pretreatments it is sometimes possible to 

reveal Tg.96,97 Therefore, it remains more practical to use TX, but nevertheless it would be better if the PCM community would define 

it for a fixed slow heating rate, e.g., 10 K min−1. Yet, it is also important to know how high TX is for the huge heating rates that are 

employed in practical applications. 

Before focusing on the size dependence of TX, an even more significant effect on TX than heating rate has to be addressed. It is the 

actual amorphous (starting) structure of the PCM. In general, PCMs are initially deposited in an amorphous state, e.g., using sputter 

deposition. Then, reversible cycling between the crystalline and the amorphous phases occurs via melt-quenching. It has been 

shown, over and over again, that the crystallization kinetics can be dramatically different for the as-deposited amorphous phase and 

the melt-quenched amorphous phase (see an example in Figures 16 and 17a). Seminal work has been performed by van Pieterson 

et al.98 in the realm of optical disks (where of course melt-quenching is achieved using laser pulses). For all (at least 12) investigated 

growth-dominated PCM alloys TX decreases when going from the as-deposited to the melt-quenched structure. For Ga8Sb77Te15 the 

effect is most dramatic, where TX was shown to decrease from 230 to 84 °C. It is unfortunate that in many later papers still PCMs 

with excellent data retention are proposed primarily based on the crystallization temperature of the as-deposited phase, see for 

instance.99 

 

Figure 16. Crystallization speed of as-deposited and melt-quenched phase-change materials. Results of static laser tests for two 

amorphous PCMs, growth dominant Ge15Sb85 on the left and nucleation dominant GeTe on the right, where pulse power is 

plotted versus pulse width. The color scale indicates the relative difference in reflectance achieved: when blue the phase stays 

amorphous and when red indicates switching to the crystalline state. The top row shows results for as-deposited amorphous 

phase and the bottom row for melt-quenched amorphous phase. Melt-quenched amorphous phase crystallizes faster; in 

particular, for the growth dominant material a dramatic increase is observed. Reproduced with permission.100 Copyright 2009, 

Coach. Corp. 

Unfortunately, it is less straightforward and thus relatively hard to determine TX of melt-quenched PCMs. Widely used techniques 

to determine TX are based on measuring the sheet resistance, optical reflectivity, differential scanning calorimetry (DSC) or 

temperature-dependent X-ray diffraction (XRD). This works for continuous thin films or when sufficient sample mass is available. 

Melt-quenching is possible by laser or electrical pulses in thin films, but then in general only small amorphous PCM volumes are 

produced. For such small samples sizes, it is not straightforward to determine TX. Producing larger samples is almost impossible, 
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since PCMs are such bad glass formers that they rapidly crystallize upon melt-quenching. Static laser testers have been powerful to 

scrutinize the crystallization behavior of many PCMs in particular also allowing comparison between the behavior of as-deposited 

and melt-quenched materials; see examples in Figures 16100 and 17a.101 Then the standard output is pulse power versus pulse width. 

The obvious result is then to determine the (maximum) crystallization speed, i.e., the minimum SET pulse duration to achieve, e.g., 

90% crystallization; see Figure 17a. Direct information on actual temperatures is then lost. The final outcome is that TX-values are 

extremely well documented for as-deposited materials (but have limited meaning) and that crystallization speeds are documented 

to more limited extent for melt-quenched materials, but that TX-values are generally lacking for meltquenched materials. 

Film Thickness Dependence 

Now sufficient background information has been presented to properly address the film thickness dependence of TX. Figure 17b 

shows as an example TX as a function of film thickness for three different (as-deposited) PCMs, where GeSb is Ge15Sb85 and NGST 

is nitrogen-doped Ge2Sb2Te5.74 These films are sandwiched between native SiO2 (on Si substrates) and Al2O3. For these three PCMs, 

a clear trend is observable that for thinner films TX-values increase compared to the ones of the bulk (thick films). Typically, down 

to a thickness of 10 nm hardly any change in TX occurs. Only below 10 nm thickness TX-values increase dramatically. For the 

thinnest films, the increase can readily exceed 100 K. Similar results have been obtained for other as-deposited PCMs and in other 

studies when PCMs are sandwiched between oxides.102 In fact, such results were earlier observed for amorphous Si and Ge films 

sandwiched between oxides or nitrides.103–108 So, it appears a general trend that (amorphous) oxides (or nitrides) adjacent to as-

deposited PCMs oppose crystallization. 

 

Figure 17. Size dependence of the crystallization temperature of PCM films. a) Crystallization time (to achieve 90% reflectance 

change related to one for full crystallization) versus film thickness for as-deposited and melt-quenched Ge2Sb2Te5. Reproduced 

with permission.101 AIP Publishing. b) Crystallization temperature TX versus film thickness for three different (as-deposited) 

PCMs, where GeSb is Ge15Sb85 and NGST is nitrogen-doped Ge2Sb2Te5. Reproduced with permission.74 AIP Publishing. c) TX 

versus film thickness for Ge15Sb85 sandwiched between the various layers as indicated in the legend. Reproduced with 

permission.109 AIP Publishing. d) Crystallization temperature TX and melting temperature Tm versus GeTe film thickness 

indicating a reduced temperature window for crystallization of ultra-for thin films. Reproduced with permission.112 Copyright 

2008, Elsevier B.V. 

When varying the type of layers between which a PCM is sandwiched, further remarkable results are observed. An example is 

provided in Figure 17c for Ge15Sb85.109  In this case, the general trend of a dramatic increase in TX below film thicknesses of 10 nm 

is not observed. The variation in TX strongly depends on the type of sandwich layer. Here, it seems that some metal layers can 

decrease TX when the PCM film thickness decreases (whereas nitride and carbide layers cause an increase). Again, similar results 

have been observed for amorphous Si and Ge films where metal-induced crystallization is a well-known phenomenon.110,111 

 Influence of Interfacial Energy 

Based on these results in Figure 17c, it is very tempting to explain the film thickness dependence of TX by the corresponding 

interfacial energy. It is obvious that when a film gets thinner its volume reduces (linearly), but the interfacial area remains constant 
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and thereby the role played by the interface becomes increasingly dominant. Hence, qualitatively it must be possible to link the 

interfacial energy to an increasing TX with decreasing film thickness. Indeed, a semiquantitative model has been developed to 

establish this link.108 However, since basic assumptions in the model are debatable and some of them have even only been introduced 

to obtain the desired known empirical outcome, this model cannot be used to explain what is actually causing the observed trend. 

Moreover, it only describes an exponential increase in TX with decreasing film thickness and most data in Figure 17c do not comply 

with this behavior. Still, the solid lines in Figure 17b are based on this exponentially increasing behavior. It seems that proper 

quantitative models that describe the film thickness dependence of the crystallization temperature on the basis of interface energies 

are still lacking. 

 Influence of Surface Oxidation 

Next to interfacial energy also other factors can contribute to the observed dependence of TX on film thickness. A factor that must 

not be neglected is the effect of surface oxidation of the PCM. When the PCM films become progressively thinner, surface oxidation 

will have an increasingly dominant effect on properties and behavior of the films. Although it is known for a long time that oxidation 

of PCMs can have a huge impact on the crystallization in PCMs, see, e.g., an early work in ref. 113, systematic studies have been 

lacking. Only recently rigorous research has been performed to elucidate the influence of surface oxidation on the crystallization of 

Ge2Sb2Te5 and GeTe.114,115 The general effect is that surface oxidation reduces TX. For Ge2Sb2Te5 from 170 °C to 150 °C and for 

GeTe from 230 °C to 180 °C. Indeed, in most published work TX of Ge2Sb2Te5 is in the range of 150-160 °C and therefore could 

be affected by surface oxidation (but of course variations in precise composition of the Ge2Sb2Te5 also cause variations in TX). 

Surface oxidation is not always prevented by capping layers. For instance, in situ applied Ta2O5 capping layers, directly deposited 

after PCM film growth without breaking the vacuum, still provided the same result as uncapped films or capped films with 1 h air 

exposure before capping.114 The effect of (minor) surface oxidation on the film thickness dependence of TX is shown in Figure 18a 

for GeTe films.84 Oxidation is minor, because otherwise already the 30 nm thick oxidized film would have a TX of 180 °C and now 

it is still the same as the one of the nonoxidized film (close to the 220 °C). Nevertheless, a clear effect of oxidation on the TX values 

for thinner films is observed. The oxidized films show a more modest increase in TX with decreasing film thickness. Therefore, 

although statistics are limited, it is unlikely that surface oxidation can explain the general behavior that TX increases for thinner 

PCM films sandwiched between oxides and nitrides. It seems that surface oxidation only dampens this behavior as evidenced in 

Figure 18a for GeTe films. 

 

Figure 18. The role of surface oxidation. a) Crystallization temperature TX of GeTe thin films as a function of the film thickness. 

Green symbols correspond to GeTe films that have been capped by a SiN protective layer without exposure to oxygen. Blue 

symbols correspond to GeTe films that have been briefly exposed to oxygen before deposition of the capping layer. Reproduced 

with permission.84 IOP Publishing. b) Atomistic structural models of a GeTe surface in contact with an oxygen molecule. The 

left-hand side shows a configuration in which an O2 molecule has been adsorbed on the reactive Ge-terminated GeTe111 surface, 
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but not yet dissociated into its constituent atoms. On the right-hand side, a surface oxide has formed, concomitant with a 

substantial lowering of the computed total energy. Reproduced with permission.116  

When viewing the oxidation of GeTe in more detail, DFT simulations have provided an in depth atom-resolved picture of how 

GeTe(111) surfaces interact with molecular and atomic oxygen; see Figure 18b.116 The Te-terminated surface is unreactive toward 

molecular oxygen, in agreement with its overall stability117 and forms no intermediary surface oxides.118 The Ge-terminated 

GeTe(111) surface, on the contrary, reacts readily with oxygen as a means to stabilize itself. The reaction mechanism suggested by 

Yashina et al. on the basis of XPS measurements 118 has thus been corroborated by complementary DFT simulations. 

 Influence of Stress 

A factor that can contribute to the observed dependence of TX on film thickness is stress within the PCM film. As mentioned above 

the stress introduced by interfaces in thin films can only act in plane. Stresses can be introduced in the PCM as a result of thin film 

deposition (e.g., a small compressive stress has been observed in an amorphous Ge2Sb2Te5 film after deposition)119,120  but in general 

these stresses are expected minor. A major source of stress is the amorphouscrystalline phase transformation, because it is in general 

associated with a large change in density. Typically, PCMs show a 5–10% increase in density (decrease in volume of 5–10%).56,121 

This would mean that a constrained PCM film would experience a tensile stress after crystallization. Indeed, this has been generally 

observed.119,120,122 The only exception where a compressive stress is mentioned is in ref. 123, but results of the actual determination 

of the stress are lacking, whereas convincing (transparently obtained) results are shown in the cases of tensile stress. An important 

result is that the tensile stress is generally 100–200 MPa. However, when the total volume change would have been accommodated 

elastically, the stress must be on the order of 1–2 GPa. Hence, a large part (say 90%) of the stress is accommodated plastically, e.g., 

by viscous flow (and only 10% elastically).120,58 

Now, it can be well understood that, when the volume change associated with crystallization is hindered by external constraints, 

this will impede crystallization. So, the harder an amorphous volume is confined the larger its increase in crystallization temperature. 

Still, this does not directly explain why TX should increase with decreasing PCM film thickness. To demonstrate this, the results of 

Figure 19 taken from ref. 120 are powerful. It shows the in-plane biaxial stress measured as a function of Ge2Sb2Te5 film thickness 

(hGST) for a fixed silicon nitride substrate thickness (hSiN). In fact, the substrate is relatively thin (218 nm), because it is a 

cantilever allowing by its deflection the determination of the thin film stress.120 Figure 19 shows that the (tensile) stress increases 

markedly for decreasing film thickness. It also shows that the stress values in the GST films (of various thicknesses) sandwiched 

between 5 nm ZnS–SiO2(20–80) films are much higher than the ones of the noncapped GST films with the same thickness. Again, 

when the density change upon crystallization would have been accommodated fully elastically then a stress on the order of 1–2 GPa 

is expected. The results thus clearly show that an increasing fraction of the volume change is accommodated elastically for a 

decreasing film thickness. So, plastic deformation becomes increasingly more difficult for thinner films. The most likely mechanism 

for plastic deformation is viscous flow in the amorphous matrix when crystals are formed. These results thus suggest that the 

viscosity of the amorphous phase increases when this phase is more confined in thinner films, particularly when also capped. (This 

was already suggested earlier to explain why crystal growth rates decrease when films become capped,124 but at that time there were 

no explicit measurements supporting this view.) 

 

Figure 19. Film thickness dependence of in-plane stress in Ge2Sb2Te5 films. In-plane biaxial stress measured as a function of 

Ge2Sb2Te5 film\ thickness (hGST) for a 218 nm thick silicon nitride cantilever (hSiN). The (tensile) stress increases markedly 
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for decreasing hGST. GST films sandwiched between 5 nm ZnS–SiO2(20–80) films show much higher stress than noncapped 

GST films having the same thickness. Reproduced with permission.120  

Figure 19 is instructive, because, to explain the increasing TX with decreasing PCM film thickness, there is now a direct correlation 

with the increasing in-plane biaxial stress. Similar as for TX also the stress shows a nonlinear dependence on film thickness, with a 

strong upswing (kind of exponential increase) for the thinnest films. Although such a correlation is not a direct proof that the stress 

is responsible for the behavior of TX, there is at least a much more explicit correlation than we could make earlier between TX and 

interfacial energies. Still, factors like metal-induced crystallization can play an important role. When the interfacial energy of 

crystalline PCM and capping (or sandwich) layer is lower than the one of amorphous PCM and capping layer, this will mean that 

crystallization will be increasingly promoted for thinner films where the effect of interface energy becomes more dominant. 

Similarly, when the interfacial energy of crystalline PCM and capping (or sandwich) layer is higher than the one of amorphous 

PCM and capping layer, this will mean that crystallization will be increasingly hindered for thinner films where the effect of 

interface energy becomes more dominant. So, in the end, it seems that a combined effect of interfacial energy and stress dictates 

the behavior of PCM scaled down to its ultimate limits (implicitly assuming that care is taken to avoid any oxidation of the PCM). 

 Separate Attention to Nucleation and Growth 

Still, the discussion is not sufficiently settled. We have to take it another step further. Up to now little attention was devoted to the 

process of crystallization. Since we are concerned with a transformation between distinctly different phases, where latent heat is 

involved, the phase transformation is of first order type. This can only proceed via nucleation and growth. So, we must treat 

crystallization as a two-step process, where nucleation is inherently stochastic and growth is generally deterministic. One can 

wonder why and how this is relevant for TX. At first sight, one can think that TX is only linked to nucleation. However, most 

techniques can only detect TX when sufficient volume is transformed clearly beyond the initial nucleation stage. For instance, (sheet) 

resistance requires percolation of the crystalline phase between the electrical contacts and this is only possible when a significant 

volume (at least several tens of percent) is transformed. Also in X-ray diffraction a sample still appears completely amorphous 

when in fact it consists of crystalline grains with sizes of only a few nanometers (the term “X-ray amorphous” is sometimes used 

for such samples). Only when the crystals grow to appreciable size (e.g., beyond tens of nm) crystallization is detected in XRD. So, 

growth is inherently involved when determining TX. 

The role of the heterointerfaces (i.e., with substrate or capping layer) and of stress can be that they only affect nucleation and not 

crystal growth in PCM films. However, this view is incorrect. There is currently sufficient experimental evidence that 

heterointerfaces also directly affect the crystal growth rate in thin PCM films. See two examples in Figure 20. Figure 20a,b holds 

for 20 nm thick Ge+In(8 at%) doped Sb3.3Te films, which were either uncapped or sandwiched between 3 nm GeCrN films or ZnS–

SiO2 films.124 These films were analyzed using in situ heating in a transmission electron microscope (TEM), allowing separate 

analysis of nucleation and growth. In a TEM, the primary electron beam can influence the crystallization process.125 Therefore, 

crystallization was performed by isothermal heating for fixed time intervals at elevated temperature without e-beam exposure and 

imaging was only performed in between these intervals when the sample was cooled sufficiently close to room temperature.124 In 

this way, it is ensured that there is no influence of the electron beam on the crystallization process. Figure 20a shows, in an Arrhenius 

plot of crystal growth rate versus temperature, that both types of capping layers reduce the growth rate. This reduction is pronounced 

at lower temperatures around 160 °C and disappears at higher temperatures around 200 °C. In contrast, Figure 20b shows, in an 

Arrhenius plot of nucleation rate versus temperature, that GeCrN accelerates the nucleation by a factor of ≈2 whereas ZnS–SiO2 

decelerates it approximately four times.124 So, a sandwich layer can reduce both nucleation and growth rate and thereby definitely 

increases TX, but it can also accelerate nucleation and retard growth and then the net effect on TX can vary (because it becomes 

dependent on the details of the method by which TX is determined). 
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Figure 20. Arrhenius and Kissinger plots showing crystallization kinetics for not capped and sandwiched PCM films. a) 

Arrhenius plot of growth rate G versus temperature T for crystallization of Ge+In(8 at%) doped Sb3.3Te films which were either 

uncapped or sandwiched between 3 nm GeCrN films or ZnS–SiO2 films. b) Arrhenius plot of nucleation rate I versus 

temperature T for crystallization of Ge+In(8 at%) doped Sb3.3Te films which were either uncapped or sandwiched between 3 nm 

GeCrN films or ZnS–SiO2 films. c) Kissinger plot showing extensive DSC and ultrafast-DSC data for Ge2Sb2Te5 films either 

uncapped or sandwiched between dielectric layers. Reproduced with permission.126 Copyright 2012, AIP Publishing. 

Figure 20c shows, in a Kissinger plot, results for Ge2Sb2Te5 films mainly obtained using ultrafast DSC.126 Similar like in an 

Arrhenius plot, if data are lying on a straight line in a Kissinger plot, the slope of the linear regression is a direct measure of the 

activation energy of the phase transformation. A Kissinger plot only provides the activation energy for the overall transformation 

and not separately for nucleation and growth. In the undercooled liquid (UCL) state, strong liquids show Arrhenius-like behavior 

when their viscosity is plotted against the Tg-scaled inverse temperature. Fragile liquids on the other hand, exhibiting highly non-

Arrhenius behavior, show a much steeper decrease in viscosity with increasing temperature just above the glass transition 

temperature.127 The viscosity is (inversely proportionally) related to the atomic mobility via the Stokes-Einstein relation (or via a 

fractional Stoke-Einstein relation128). Since the crystal growth rate and the nucleation\ rate are both limited by the kinetic factor 

(i.e., atomic mobility),129 there is also a direct link between crystal growth rate, the nucleation rate, and viscosity.96,130 

When the Avrami exponent is close to the dimensionality of the crystallization process (3 for flakes), it holds that the overall 

activation energy is dominated by the one for growth, since in this case all grains form first before crystallization is completed by 

grain growth.96,124,130–132 For all other cases, nucleation and growth occur simultaneously and the Kissinger plot as given in Figure 

20c gives insights in the combined effect of nucleation and growth. However, in Figure 20c, an Avrami exponent of 3, a glass 

transition temperature of Tg 383 K and crystallization from the undercooled liquid (UCL) phase are assumed,126,130 leading to the 

curved line (e.g., the solid red one) that is fitted to the data. Based on these assumptions, this curvature is supposed to represent the 

fragile behavior of Ge2Sb2Te5 in its undercooled state.126,130  In this case, the vertical axis in Figure 20c corresponds to the logarithm 

of the crystal growth velocity, neglecting the effect of nucleation during crystallization (because of the assumed Avrami exponent 

of 3). The effect of fragile behavior would be that the crystal growth velocity increases strongly just above the glass transition 

temperature and that this growth rate increase diminishes markedly at higher temperature when we are still in the regime where 

mobility is the rate limiting step for crystal growth. Of course, at even higher temperatures, when the melting temperature is 

approached, it is not anymore the mobility that is the rate limiting factor for crystal growth, but it is the small driving force for 

crystallization. Then, the crystal growth rate will eventually start to decrease and becomes zero at the melting temperature. 
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In contrast to the interpretation that Ge2Sb2Te5 crystallizes from the UCL, even at low heating rates, a later study on Ge2Sb2Te5 

flakes came to a different conclusion.96 Here, first the Avrami exponent of 5.8 was found to largely exceed the value of 3 clearly 

showing that TX and therefore also the data in the Kissinger plot are a consequence of the interplay of both nucleation and growth. 

Moreover, the glass transition temperature was approximated from the heat release due to structural relaxation of the glass to be 

about 473 K., i.e., 90 K higher than assumed in the earlier study. The heating rate dependence of TX was measured by ultrafast DSC, 

as in Figure 20c, but was extended to conventional DSC yielding an unprecedented heating rate interval spanning over six orders 

of magnitude. In combination with a high data density in the Kissinger plot, it is observed that TX shows Arrhenius behavior from 

below 0.01 to 104 K s−1. The observed Arrhenius behavior is incompatible with the hypothesis that Ge2Sb2Te5 crystallizes from the 

UCL, but instead it must crystallize from the glassy phase. This statement indicates that the glass transition in conventional or 

ultrafast DSC scans is obscured by crystallization. As the heating rate exceeds a critical rate of 104 K s−1, the Kissinger plot shows 

a fourfold drop in activation energy, which was successfully described by modeling the crystallization when an instantaneous glass 

transition was introduced at that critical rate. So, in summary, the results of this study imply that this PCM crystallizes from the 

glass phase at rates below 104 K s−1 (and only from the UCL above this rate).96 

Regardless whether Ge2Sb2Te5 crystallizes from the UCL or a glassy state, it is interesting that Figure 20c, like Figure 20a, shows 

that capping or sandwiching the PCM film reduces the crystal growth rate compared to uncapped films at temperatures below about 

500 K. This reduction is most pronounced in the conventional DSC regime at about 400 K. The observed behavior suggests a 

relation between viscosity and stress. In the UCL at higher temperatures like 500 K, the viscosity decreases sufficiently to allow 1) 

relaxation of stress and 2) removal of the difference in crystal growth rate between capped and uncapped films. 

Central Role Played by Viscosity 

When two phases are in thermodynamic equilibrium, it is well known that the equilibrium temperature in general will shift when a 

stress is applied to the system. A compressive stress will favor the denser phase. When stress is replaced by pressure, the change in 

equilibrium temperature with pressure can be related to the Clausius-Clapeyron equation. Therefore, a direct relation between stress 

and the transition temperature from the amorphous to the crystalline phase, say TX, might be expected. However, this is a wrong 

view. At TX or Tg the amorphous and crystalline phases are not at all in equilibrium. The amorphous phase is in thermodynamic 

sense extremely unstable compared to the crystalline phase, because we are at a huge undercooling compared to the equilibrium 

temperature, which is the melting temperature.130 The only reason it cannot make the transition to the crystalline phase is its too 

limited atomic mobility. Stress can, therefore, not be a direct thermodynamic driving force for a change in TX, but stress can only 

be a factor altering mobility, particularly via viscosity. Moreover, when there is sufficient mobility at higher temperatures stress 

will also relax and then cannot affect the viscosity anymore. 

So, the more likely conclusion is that we have to reconsider, actually reverse the outcome of Section 3.1.5. The direct correlation 

between the increasing TX with decreasing PCM film thickness and the increasing in-plane biaxial stress with decreasing PCM film 

thickness is not present because stress determines TX. It is present because viscosity determines both stress and TX. For thinner 

films, particularly when capped or sandwiched, the viscosity increases. The increasing viscosity reduces the mobility and the 

crystallization rate and thereby increases TX. The increasing viscosity also reduces viscous flow, reduces plastic deformation, and 

thereby increases residual elastic stress associated with the amorphous-crystalline density change. Now it seems that many words 

were spent (hopefully still an interesting journey) to arrive at a relatively trivial conclusion: The observed increase in TX in PCM 

(or any amorphous) films when they become thinner is particularly caused by an increasing Tg for decreasing film thickness and 

due to capping. Although this is of course not a new finding for glass-forming materials in general, as many papers have been 

devoted to this topic,133–137 still this simple view is not sufficiently adopted in PCM literature when considering downscaling and 

confinement of PCMs.83,84,102 This lack of attention is also not so surprising, because as quoted from93 “although glasses are 

everywhere around us and fulfill important functions, we still understand very little about them.” In fact, after decades of intense 

research, there is still little consensus on which physical mechanisms underlie the process of glass formation. Unraveling the nature 

of the glassy state ranks among the ”most compelling puzzles and questions facing scientists today,”138 and Nobel laureate Philip 

Anderson even called it ”the deepest and most interesting unsolved problem in solid-state theory.”139 

The observed increase in TX in PCM films when they become thinner as caused by an increasing Tg for decreasing film thickness 

and due to capping can in the context of Section 2 of the present review also be related to a weakening of MVB towards (ionic) 

covalent bonding stabilizing the amorphous phase. Still, the bottom line at the moment is that Tg is not a material parameter. It is a 

system parameter including the dependence on the boundary conditions (including chemistry and roughness).135 Even for a thin 

film Tg is not a constant but it is a function of distance to the interface and the surface, where Tg can, compared to the bulk value, 

increase directly adjacent to the interface and decrease for the free surface.134  For low-molecular-weight glass formers, like PCMs, 

the affected length scale away from the interface then ranges from several nanometers to several tens of nanometers.134 For 

polymers, it ranges from tens of nanometers to beyond 100 nm.134 Therefore, the size effects in PCMs are not only dominantly 

determined by the surface/interface to volume ratio, but also by correlation lengths within the PCM; see the categories 1 and 3 

explaining confinement effects at the beginning of this Section 3. So, the final message concerning crystallization of nanoscale 

confined PCMs is that we should not forget about interfacial energy and stress, but that we must particularly pay more attention to 

viscosity. 

A positive finding is that an increased viscosity and thus an increased TX due to capping of the PCM or due to thinner PCM films 

do not have to be detrimental for the switching speed. The reason is that for increasing temperature the effect of confinement, 
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particularly for fragile liquids, is rapidly vanishing. It is now widely believed that the slow dynamics of a supercooled liquid is 

related to the increasing correlation length of cooperative motions when Tg is approached.136 The other way around, when the 

temperature is increased the large dynamic correlation lengths present near and below Tg in the undercooled liquid are rapidly 

replaced by shorter ones. So, effects that stabilize the amorphous phase and retard the crystallization at low temperatures near Tg 

do not have to slow down the maximum crystallization rate at higher temperatures as is demonstrated in Figure 20c, but also 

particularly in Figure 17a. There a large difference in the maximum crystallization speed (due to both nucleation and growth) is 

observed between as-deposited and melt-quenched GST, but the difference between capped and uncapped for both types of 

amorphous phases is clearly less significant. Even more interesting, for the melt-quenched GST, the crystallization speed increases 

when going to thinner films (see Figure 17a).101 These results thus promise the best of both worlds. The analysis above (actually 

from Section 3.1.1 to 3.1.7) thus shows that thinner capped PCM films can show a better data retention at low temperatures around 

and below Tg, but simultaneously can still show a higher crystallization rate and thus switching speed at high temperatures 

sufficiently below Tm. 

 Melting Temperature of PCM Thin Films 

After this positive message, there is still a reason for caution and that is the influence of size effects on the melting temperature Tm 

of PCMs. It is well known that the Tm of nanoparticles reduces dramatically when their sizes become smaller than 10 nm,140–143 as 

also will be discussed in more detail in the next Section 3.2. This is mostly associated with the effect of surface melting, where free 

surfaces melt at temperatures much lower than the bulk one.144,145 Reduced melting temperatures may seem technologically 

favorable for PCMs, since they lead to reduced power requirements for switching via the melt-quench route,102,112 but a strongly 

reduced temperature window between Tg and Tm will also strongly reduce the achievable maximum crystallization rate and will 

thus have a negative effect on the switching speed of the memory; see Figure 17d.112 Literature and data about the influence of size 

effects on the melting temperature of PCMs are relatively scarce. The general trend for thin films, nanowires, and nanoparticles 

indeed is that the melting temperature is reduced.112,146,147 Still, the results do not appear too bad, since the melting temperatures of 

GeTe decreases from 725 oC (bulk value) to 600 oC when the film thickness is reduced to 2 nm;112 see Figure 17d. Note that these 

GeTe films are sandwiched between SiO2 and therefore the melting temperature reduction is probably more modest than for a free 

surface. Of course a comparison with GeTe films with a free surface does not make sense, because then surface oxidation would 

make it a failed experiment. So, although the general effect is that the melting temperature reduces significantly for free surfaces, 

this does not have to be always the case for interfaces. For instance, superheating has been observed for Pb and In nanocrystals 

embedded in an aluminum matrix.148,149 These experimental results indicate that the enhancement or depression of the melting 

temperature of the embedded nanoparticles depends on the epitaxy between the nanoparticles and the embedding matrix. Although 

epitaxy is clearly not a preferred strategy for confined PCMs, these results nevertheless show that there is plenty of room for 

interface engineering to optimize the melting behavior of PCMs. In case interfaces reduce the melting temperature significantly, it 

allows for choosing a PCM with higher bulk Tm, although this seems less preferable than interface engineering to maintain a 

desirable Tm close to the one of the bulk. 

Ultrathin Monoatomic Phase-Change Memory 

To finalize this section, it is worthwhile to discuss recent fascinating work on monoatomic phase change memory.150 The current 

paradigm in PCM research is to optimize properties and applications of PCMs by fine-tuning complex alloys, generally containing 

several different elements. Basic ingredients are Sb and/or Te, but then to optimize properties like data retention, switching speed, 

endurance, etc., various other elements like Ge, In, Ag, Ga, Sc, N etc. are added.151–154 However, such alloys impose major 

challenges, because it is unclear whether such a composition can be kept stable i) when produced in nanoscale volumes, where 

some elements preferentially segregate to interfaces (or surfaces), ii) when switched repeatedly between the crystalline and 

amorphous phase via the liquid phase and thus between different densities and iii) when subjected to high temperatures and electrical 

fields (gradients) enabling diffusion and electromigration? Therefore, an alternative to complex alloy optimization has been 

advocated.150 It starts from a single element, Sb in this case. Referring back to the bond characterizing maps in Section 2, probably 

only Sb, Bi, and possibly As might be suitable as a single elemental phase-change memory since they should exhibit MVB. Indeed, 

Sb shows the desired property contrast between its amorphous and crystalline phases. However, for Sb it is known that under normal 

conditions, i.e., standard film thickness of at least several tens of nanometers, the amorphous phase is not sufficient stable against 

spontaneous crystallization at room temperature and can even show explosive crystallization.155,156 This recent work now 

demonstrates two strategies, which help to stabilize the amorphous phase of Sb. The first one is increasing the quenching rate by 

which the amorphous phase (glass) is produced. Ab initio molecular dynamics simulations show that the stability of Sb against 

crystallization at room temperature depends significantly on the rate at which it was cooled from the melt. Then, experiments were 

conducted on actual memories using different electrical pulse shapes, different base temperatures (below room temperature) and 

different heat dissipation architectures to achieve different quench rates. Indeed, it is found that larger quench rates enlarge the 

window in which Sb can be produced amorphous. Still, the results are rather distant from what is required for actual memory 

applications. However, the next step is the confinement of Sb in ultrathin films down to 3 nm in the memory. Indeed, the stability 

of Sb against crystallization is boosted by more than 100 K in base temperature or by many orders of magnitude in time, when 

reducing the thickness of Sb from 10 to 3 nm150 (see Figure 21). Although Salinga et al.150 refer to proper literature when stating 

that “narrowing the confinement of a glass between interfaces with neighboring materials can be an effective way to stabilize it by 

restricting its structural dynamics,” they nowhere in their article refer to a word related to atomic mobility or viscosity. They also 

do not attempt to explain why the Sb confined in ultrathin films shows improved stability of the amorphousphase and thus robustness 

against crystallization. They mention (of course fully justified) the need for systematic investigations of alternative neighboring 
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materials with particular focus on their atomic-scale roughness and rigidity and mention the importance of mechanical stress, but 

they do not mention engineering the atomic mobility in the PCM, particularly engineering by confinement the viscosity from glass 

to supercooled melt as primary underlying mechanism to achieve the desired goal. The latter mechanism is advocated in the present 

review. 

 

Figure 21. Crystallization rate of thin Sb films. Arrhenius plot showing crystallization time, defined as the time after the melt-

quenched pulse required to reduce to the device resistance to a value twice the one of a fully crystallized device, versus 

temperature for three different Sb film thickness. The Sb is confined in-between SiO2 bottom layer and (ZnS)80(SiO2)20 top layer.  

In view of the discussion above on the confinement in thin films, this section concludes with the following somewhat provocative 

quote from this recent work150 on future research: “As a consequence, in this context, discussions about how a particular composition 

might be necessary for achieving improved phase change functionality become obsolete. In contrast, quantitative knowledge of 

effects related to nanoscale confinement emerges as a matter of the highest importance.” 

Confinement in Nanoparticles 

Although many confinement effects discussed in the previous section for thin films apply as well to nanoparticles (NPs), still it is 

considered worthwhile to pay more explicit attention to PCM NPs in this section. When a thin film is scaled down to a thickness of 

2 nm about 20% of the atoms are at the surface/interface of the film, but when an NP is scaled down to 2 nm this fraction can 

approach 60%. Although NPs (like nanowires) are currently difficult to incorporate in high density bit arrays, the study of PCM 

NPs can still be useful to understand confined PCM volumes that will play an increasingly important role in aggressively 

downscaled phase change memory. In this review, we will only focus on research where PCM NPs have been produced: 1) initially 

in the amorphous phase allowing the subsequent study of their crystallization behavior and 2) with relatively narrow size 

distributions such that the role of size effects can be studied in a straightforward manner. Earlier works with large size distribution 

for GST NPs do not provide a consistent picture on the crystallization.157–159 

Producing monodisperse NPs from PCMs is challenging, particularly when ternary alloys with composition control like Ge2Sb2Te5 

are desired. Various routes can be pursued to make NPs. The first distinction that can be made is between bottom up and top-down 

approaches. The top-down approach typically relies on lithography or using a template with nanoscale pores. The bottom-up 

approach can be split into chemical methods, typically colloidal wet chemistry, and physical methods, typically based on physical 

vapor deposition. 

Top-Down Approach 

The first systematic study of the crystallization of size controlled PCM NPs was performed on cone-shaped PCM particles having 

a base diameter of about 40 nm and a height of 50 nm as produced by electron beam lithography.160 The NPs and the corresponding 

blanket films were capped with 10 nm Al2O3. Different PCMs were studied (GST225, N-doped GST225, Sb2Te, Ag+In-doped 

Sb2Te (AIST) and Ge15Sb85) and in all cases the differences in the crystallization temperature TX between the corresponding blanket 

films and the NPs were not really significant. It can thus be concluded that the sizes of these films and NPs are so large that they 

can be considered as bulk. Then in a follow-up study high density ordered phase change nanodot arrays were fabricated using a lift-

off technique on a self-assembled diblock copolymer template.161 These nanodots had a diameter of about 15 nm and a height of 
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slightly less than 10 nm. Their surface was expected to be covered by a thin oxide layer since the sample was exposed to air before 

the SiO2 capping layer was deposited. The results for GST225 and AIST nanodots are not conclusive, but show some weak evidence 

that crystallization is shifted to higher temperatures in the dots compared to the blanket films. The results for Ge15Sb85 show that 

the crystallization temperature increases from 250 oC for the 15 nm thick blanket films to about    320 oC for the nanodots. The 

texture changes too, when going from the thin film to the nanodot array. This can be well understood, because Sb has a rhombohedral 

layered structure (with alternating long and short bonds due to a Peierls-like distortion such that Sb bilayers are formed) and is thus 

a growth dominated material. In thin films, Sb will then grow into large grains having these (bi)layers parallel to the substrate 

surface, which gives rise, as observed, to (000l) peaks in XRD patterns when hexagonal notation for Sb is used. When the Sb film 

is broken into very small disconnected dots, large grains cannot form and the tendency that all small crystals will align their (000l) 

planes parallel to the overall horizontal surface is also lost by the many vertical interfaces introduced into the dot array. Now it is 

worthwhile to refer back to the recent work on monoatomic phase-change materials,150 where pure Sb can become interesting for 

memory applications when meltquenched sufficiently fast and when made in sufficiently thin films. This previous work shows that, 

when the thin film would be confined also into a very thin channel, the amorphous phase would, as required, be stabilized even 

more. Of course an alternative, more simple route to stabilize the crystallization of Sb is adding Ge, where TX of thick films 

effectively increases from below room temperature to about 200 oC when going from pure Sb to Ge10Sb90.156 

 Bottom-Up Approach: GeTe Nanoparticles 

Switching to NPs produced by chemical synthesis, only GeTe NPs have been studied in-depth.147,162–164 The dependence of TX on 

NPs size provides a consistent picture; see also Figure 22a. TX-values increase for decreasing NP size in a kind of exponential 

fashion. The smallest GeTe NPs produced with a size of 1.8 nm showed a TX of 400 oC, that is about 200 oC higher than the one for 

bulk GeTe.162 Interestingly, in all the four references (included in Figure 22a), where the size dependence of the crystallization 

temperature was studied for NPs, it was assumed that the TX of bulk GeTe is 170–180 oC. 

However, recently it has been shown that this temperature holds for oxidized (thick) GeTe films, but that, when oxidation is 

completely prevented, TX is 220–230 oC.84,114,115 So, in principle all NPs with a size of 10 nm or larger in Figure 22a have TX values 

close to the one of bulk GeTe. Nevertheless, oxidation seems to only suppress the increase in TX-with decreasing NP size, like 

already explicitly shown for thin films in Figure 17d, and therefore cannot explain the clear upward trend in TX-with decreasing NP 

size. Therefore, it is possible that the TX-values of NPs with a size of 10 nm or larger are still close to the one of bulk, because their 

small size increases TX, whereas oxidation reduces TX so that in the end there is hardly any net effect. The clear upward trend in TX 

with decreasing NP size can be explained by similar arguments as put forward for thin films in the previous section. However, thin 

films and NPs are rather different and therefore potentially the size effects of NPs require their own arguments. 
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Figure 22. Size dependence of the crystallization temperature of PCM nanoparticles. a) Crystallization temperature strongly 

increases for decreasing GeTe nanoparticle diameter as based on data from four different publications. Reproduced with 

permission.147 further permissions related to the material excerpted should be directed to the ACS. b,c) Crystallization 

temperature weakly decreases for decreasing Ge2Sb2Te5 nanoparticle diameter. Rectangular box in b is enlarged in c. An effect 

stronger than the size dependence is observed when the nanoparticles are produced in a gas mixture of either Argon—trace H2 

or Argon—trace CH4. Reproduced under the terms of the CC-BY Creative Commons Attribution 4.0  
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Classical Nucleation Theory 

In the most recent publication on GeTe NPs, two explanations for the observed size dependence of TX have been given.147 One 

explanation is based on classical nucleation theory, using the argument that it is required to have one critical nucleus per NPs so 

that the density of critical nuclei Nc is directly proportional to the volume of the 𝑁𝑃(𝑉𝑁𝑃)] i.e. Nc = 
1

𝑉𝑁𝑃
=

6

𝜋𝑑𝑁𝐼
3 . 147 The steady-

state nucleation rate is now directly proportional to this density by multiplication with the rate by which an atom attaches to the 

critical nuclei (in the Volmer-Weber theory) and by the additional multiplication with the Zeldovich factor (in the Becker- Döring 

theory)[166] The temperature dependence of the density of critical nuclei can be of Arrhenius type: Nc = N0exp(−
∆𝐺𝑐

2

𝑘8𝑇𝑐
) Combining 

these two equations thus shows that smaller NPs require a higher density of critical nuclei and that this higher density is achieved 

by an increased crystallization temperature. Indeed, the exponential increase of TX with decreasing NP size can be explained in this 

way. However, this argument is based on homogeneous nucleation. Then, indeed the number of critical nuclei is directly 

proportional to sample volume. However, for NPs with their exceptionally high surface area (A) to volume (V) ratio, it is a bit 

awkward to assume homogeneous nucleation. Instead, if heterogeneous nucleation is assumed, we know that, for thin films with 

thickness d and for nanowires and nanoparticles with diameter d, A/V scales with 1/d. So, at a single temperature the density of 

critical nuclei increases dramatically when d gets very small. Indeed, for nanowires extensive TEM analysis has shown that the 

nucleation rate (at a single temperature) due to heterogeneous nucleation scales roughly with 1/d.167 On top of this size effect also 

the activation energy barrier for nucleation En was, according to the same article, found to be size dependent, i.e., decreases for 

decreasing d.167 These authors thus write the overall nucleation rate Jc in the following manner with respect to a reference having 

the largest value for d: 𝐽𝑐 =  𝐽0 (
𝑑𝑟𝑒𝑓

𝑑
) exp (

𝐸𝑎
𝑟𝑒𝑓

− 𝐸𝑎
𝑑

𝑘8𝑇
) Since the nucleation rate at a single temperature strongly increases for 

decreasing d, this heterogeneous nucleation must imply that TX decreases with decreasing NP size (or nanowire diameter, or film 

thickness), opposite to what is observed according to Figure 22a. So, we have an unlikely explanation based on homogeneous 

nucleation that can fit the data or we have a likely explanation based on heterogeneous nucleation that disagrees with the data. The 

most likely conclusion is that we should not try to explain the observed size dependence in Figure 22a directly on the basis of 

classical nucleation theory. In fact, basic assumptions of classical nucleation theory hold for vapor condensation (into liquid or 

solid) and approximate solidification (without diffusion) well, but it can be debated whether they hold for transformations in solids 

far out of equilibrium close to Tg 

Entropy Change 

The second explanation in ref. 147 for the observed NP size dependence of TX, based on entropy arguments, particularly vibrational 

entropy, is interesting. The authors start from an equation that is used to explain the size-dependent melting temperature Tm of 

(semiconducting) NPs compared to the Tm of bulk 

𝑇𝑚
𝑁𝑃

𝑇𝑚
𝐵𝑢𝑙𝑘 = exp (− 

2(∆𝑆𝑚−𝑅)

3𝑅(
𝑑𝑁𝑃

𝑑0
−1)

)        (2a) 

with ∆Sm the entropy of fusion, R the gas constant and d0 a critical diameter of the nanoparticle defined as the size of the nanoparticle 

for which all atoms are surface atoms. They then replace Tm by the crystallization temperature Tc and replace the entropy of fusion 

with the entropy change due to crystallization ∆Sc. The final equation used is then147 

𝑇𝑚
𝑁𝑃

𝑇𝑚
𝐵𝑢𝑙𝑘 = exp (− 

2(∆𝑆𝑐−𝑅)

3𝑅(
𝑑𝑁𝑃

𝑑0
−1)

)        (2b) 

In fact, Equation (2a) is derived on the basis that (∆Sm – R) is equal to the difference in vibrational entropy ∆Svib.168 It may appear 

surprising that the change in melting temperature of NPs or the change in crystallization temperature of NPs is not related to change 

in configurational entropy ∆Sconf when going from the melt to the crystalline state or from the amorphous to the crystalline phase, 

respectively. Of course, ∆Sconf is large for these phase transformation, but the central point is that the difference in behavior between 

NPs and bulk is not dominated by ∆Sconf but by ∆Svib. Note that this equation not only can be used to explain for NPs the melting 

point depression or an increase in crystallization temperature, but also the other way around, i.e., an increase in Tm or a decrease in 

Tc.142,149,168  For NPs with free surfaces indeed melting point depression and an increase in Tc are expected since the (near) surface 

atoms (compared to the bulk) have larger degrees of freedom reducing the stability of the crystalline phase in favor of the liquid or 

amorphous phase. However, for NPs embedded in certain types of surrounding it can be the other way around. This effect is lost in 

Equation 2b above because (∆Sc – R) will be negative and therefore only an increase in Tc for decreasing NP size is predicted. Still, 

it can describe in an elegant manner for GeTe NPs the change of Tc for decreasing NP size. 

Mean-Square Displacement 

Equation 2a is derived on the basis of the size-dependent amplitude of the atomic thermal vibrations of NPs in terms of the 

Lindemann criterion, where the underlying basis can be expressed as142,149,159 
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𝑇𝑚
𝑁𝑃

𝑇𝑚
𝐵𝑢𝑙𝑘 = exp

〈𝜎𝐵𝑢𝑙𝑘
2 〉

〈𝜎𝑁𝑃
2 〉

         (3a) 

With 〈𝜎𝑁𝑃
2 〉the average mean square displacement (msd) of the atoms in the NP and Bulk 

〈𝜎𝐵𝑢𝑙𝑘
2 〉the msd of atoms in the corresponding bulk crystal. Not only the surface atoms of a nanocluster experience an msd different 

from the bulk, but also the more interior atoms. In a seminal work, this resulted in the introduction of a critical diameter d0 (see 

Equation 2) such that the melting temperature Tm is not going to zero when the NPs size goes down to zero, but when the NP size 

goes down to d0,142 which much better agrees with the wealth of experimental data available. A similar argument can come from 

nucleation theory, where Tm does not go to zero when the NP size goes to zero, but when the NP size goes down to the size of the 

critical nucleus. As mentioned above, Equation 3a cannot only describe the melting temperature depression (for free surfaces), but 

also superheating (for certain types of embedded surfaces). Equation 3a is consistent, in fact should be equivalent to Equation 2a. 

However, when directly translating Equation 3a to the case of crystallization of NPs 

𝑇𝑐
𝑁𝑃

𝑇𝑐
𝐵𝑢𝑙𝑘 = exp

〈𝜎𝐵𝑢𝑙𝑘
2 〉

〈𝜎𝑁𝑃
2 〉

         (3b) 

this is inconsistent with Equation 2b, because for NPs with free surfaces Tc decreases for decreasing NP size according to 3b, 

whereas Equation 2b predicts that Tc increases for decreasing NP size. So, Equation 3b seems to be wrong. When going from 

Equation 2a to 2b, there is a change in sign of the entropy, also related to the fact that melting is endothermic, whereas crystallization 

is exothermic. However, such change cannot be (directly) implemented when going from Equation 3a to 3b. Still, Equation 3 is 

introduced, because it allows a useful discussion on thermodynamics versus dynamics, where the latter also brings us back to 

viscosity. Melting is a thermodynamic process close to equilibrium. Crystallization, when starting from the glass phase, is a kinetic 

process (far) out-of-equilibrium. Crystallization is then not hampered because of an insufficient thermodynamic driving force; it is 

hampered because of insufficient atomic mobility. So, we have thermodynamic processes like melting where the rate limiting factor 

is the driving force and we have kinetics processes like crystallization of a glass where the rate limiting step is (atomic) mobility. 

Using the same basic equations for both processes like in Equations 2 and 3 is thus problematic. Now an increased msd at free 

surfaces of a solid can have two effects: in the thermodynamic regime it destabilizes the crystalline phase (enabling surface melting 

and NP melting), but in the kinetic regime it increases mobility that can enable crystallization. These regimes seem well-separated, 

but particularly for heterogeneous nucleation at free surfaces this is not necessarily true. Surface melting can lead, particularly for 

NPs, to large melting point depressions closing the gap with the bulk Tg. Then we have interference between the thermodynamics 

and the dynamics. Normal glass formation in bulk can already be considered a thermodynamic transition that in practice is masked 

by the dynamic transition,93 but now for NPs the thermodynamics may again submerge. 

The (average) mean-square displacement (msd) is in the context of PCMs particularly used in ab-initio molecular dynamics (AIMD) 

simulations to derive atomic mobilities, which then via the Stokes-Einstein relation can be related to viscosities.169–171 So, there 

must be a kind of relation between the msd used in PCM research and the msd introduced in Equation 3a. However, we have to be 

careful mixing msd acting on different length and time scales. For surface melting, the msd is related to vibrations, which according 

to Lindemann criterion are then only a fraction (e.g., 0.15–0.3) of the interatomic distance. For atomic mobilities in PCM, the msd 

is related to atoms typically escaping the cage formed by its surrounding nearest neighbors. At low temperatures, this cage is quite 

rigid, and therefore, at short and intermediate times an atom will mainly rattle around within this cage. For longer times, the cage 

will open up and allow the atom to escape. With decreasing temperature toward Tg, this opening will take more and more time, and 

hence, the relaxation dynamics of the particles will slow down.93,135 The cage effect includes the concept of cooperative motion 

since other particles have to move as well before the cage breaks up and the trapped atom can escape. The correlation length of 

these cooperative motions rapidly increases when Tg is approached upon cooling. This distinction between atoms rattling within 

their cage for intermediate time scales and the escape of atoms from the cage at large time scales in supercooled liquids have been 

named 𝛽- and 𝛼-relaxations, respectively.93,134,135 𝛼 -relaxation resembles the correlation loss in normal liquids, although there is 

some difference in the time dependence of the relaxation.93 𝛽-relaxation becomes increasingly pronounced (i.e., extends in time)         

for supercooled liquids when approaching Tg, such that the 𝛼 -relaxation freezes-in at Tg.172–175 So, in a glass 𝛽-relaxation is the 

major source of glass dynamics and can be associated with local fast atomic motion. A recent study reported the existence of           𝛽-

relaxation in amorphous PCMs, which can be related to important material properties such as crystallization kinetics.176 Now the 

point is that the effects of size, confinement and free surfaces can be different for the 𝛼 - and 𝛽 -relaxation and can be different for 

dynamics and thermodynamics.134 Therefore, currently we lack fundamental understanding to predict how crystallization of a glass 

or a supercooled liquid just above Tg will be affected by size, confinement, and free surfaces. So, although Equation 2b can reproduce 

the size-dependent crystallization temperature of GeTe NPs, it cannot provide with any certainty the mechanism explaining the 

increase in TX with decreasing NP size observed for GeTe NPs. 

Bottom-Up Approach: Ge2Sb2Te5 Nanoparticles 

Ge2Sb2Te5 NPs, produced via the bottom-up approach, have only been made using magnetron sputtering.165,177,178 This technique is 

usually applied to grow thin films, but when magnetron sputtering is combined with gas phase aggregation (i.e., enabling nucleation 

and growth of particles in the gas phase), it can also act as a dedicated nanoparticle source.165 Such a source is a one-step and 

promising solution-free method to produce NPs. The NPs produced by this method are “clean” (without surrounding ligands), 

enabling to exclude the possible influence of ligands. Moreover, the relatively narrow size distributions of the produced NPs enable 
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statistical studies on the size dependence of crystallization. Initial work on GST NPs with a diameter of 5.7 ±1 nm showed that TX 

is ≈180 oC,177 substantially higher than the one of bulk GST that is 150–160 oC. Nevertheless, this difference in TX probably 

originates from the difference in stoichiometry, since it was also reported that the composition of the NPs (Ge:Sb:Te =28:27:45) 

differed considerably from the nominal stoichiometry of Ge2Sb2Te5 (Ge:Sb:Te =22:22:56). The composition affects the TX of GST 

ternary alloy pronouncedly.179 For instance, the TX of Ge2Sb2Te4 film (which of course is prone to phase separation) is reported as 

175 oC.[61] Moreover, it is likely that the alumina layer used to embed the NPs also increases TX. A striking observation is that the 

lattice parameter pertaining to the GST NPs, which have the rock-salt structure, is ≈2% larger compared to one of bulk GST.177 

Unfortunately, no further information on crystallization of GST NPs with varying sizes has been reported by this group. 

Size-dependent crystallization of GST NPs has been presented more recently165 (see Figure 22b,c). The average composition of the 

NPs was determined (according to energydispersive X-ray spectroscopy connected to the TEM analysis) as Ge:Sb:Te =20:24:56 

(±1) at %, which agrees well with the nominal stoichiometry of Ge2Sb2Te5. Depending on deposition conditions both amorphous 

and crystalline GST NPs were produced. The TX of the NPs was derived from in situ heating the amorphous ones in a transmission 

electron microscope (TEM). Like discussed before, in the case of the results presented in Figure 20a,b, the primary electron beam 

of the TEM can influence the crystallization process. Therefore, to obtain the results in Figure 22b,c heating was performed without 

electron beam exposure and only for short intermittent steps selected area electron diffraction (SAED) patterns were recorded with 

a strongly defocused beam such that the electron dose on the GST is low. Sufficient diffraction intensity is still obtained because 

on the order of ten thousand NPs contribute to each recorded SAED pattern.165 Therefore, it is not likely that the electron beam 

influences the crystallization process. Both the as-deposited crystalline NPs as well as amorphous NPs that were crystallized by in 

situ heating and that showed the rock-salt structure exhibited the 2% lattice parameter expansion compared to bulk GST (0.611 

±0.002 nm vs 0.600) as had been observed earlier.177 

The results in Figure 22b,c show that TX decreases when the NP sizes decrease, a behavior opposite to what is observed for GeTe 

NPs. However, the size dependence in TX is only a few Kelvin when the sizes of the GST NPs are typically reduced by a factor of 

2 (from 17 to 8 nm). Numerical modeling, based on Johnson–Mehl–Avrami–Kolmogorov (JMAK) theory including surface induced 

heterogeneous nucleation that was derived from quantitative analysis of this type of nucleation for GST nanowires167 (as described 

more extensively in Section 3.2.3), could explain the observed weak size dependence.165 So, in this respect the size dependence of 

the crystallization of GST nanowires and NPs appear fully consistent. Although the modeled data in Figure 22b exhibits the proper 

size dependence, the predicted absolute TX values appear about 20 oC too low. However, in case of the modeling it was assumed 

that the bulk TX (actually the TX of an NP having a diameter of 200 nm) is 150 oC. We now know that this is a lower value due to 

oxidation and that when oxidation is prevented the bulk value should be 170 oC. So, when this new bulk value would be used also 

the absolute values of the modelled TX values would agree excellently with the experimental ones. This may seem paradoxical and 

coincidental knowing that these GST NPs are not capped and thus prone to oxidation. However, oxidation does not seem to be a 

serious issue for these NPs. Typically, the samples (NPs attached to substrate surface) are exposed to air for not more than a few 

hours to one day before further detailed analysis is performed. TEM images show that oxide shells cannot be observed around these 

NPs even at atomic resolution.165 Only when the NPs are exposed to ambient conditions for weeks, then a clearly observable 

germanium-oxide shell with a thickness of ≈2 nm develops around the NPs.180 Still, the minor surface oxidation might cause surface-

induced heterogeneous nucleation and thereby induces the weak size dependence observed in Figure 22b,c. At any rate, the most 

important conclusion from this work is that this very weak size dependence of GST NPs is favorable for applications in contrast to 

the strong size dependence observed for GeTe NPs which is a reason for concern, because it probably prohibits the use of GeTe in 

aggressively downscaled phase-change memory. 

Carbon Doping in Ge2Sb2Te5 Nanoparticles 

Clearly more dominant than the size dependence observed in Figure 22c is the effect of carbon doping on TX.165,178 The presence of 

methane gas during the production of GST NPs gives rise to a large increase in TX of ≈35 oC compared to when methane is absent 

and hydrogen is used instead (see Figure 22c). Although it is difficult to prove that carbon is incorporated in the GST NPs 

themselves, it is likely, because methane is dissociated in the plasma in which the NPs are produced and then C atoms are present 

that can actually also act as seeds for NP nucleation. The increase in TX due to carbon doping is expected. In GST and GeTe films, 

carbon doping has been reported as an effective method to stabilize the amorphous phase. For example, 9 at% of carbon in 

Ge2Sb2Te5 films resulted (compared to the nondoped film) in an TX increment of ≈10 oC. Further, a high amount of doping (18 at% 

of carbon) led to an increment of 40 oC.181 In GeTe films, carbon doping influences the TX more dramatically, where 4% of carbon 

dopant results in a Tc of ≈290 oC compared to ≈180 oC for the nondoped GeTe film.182 Still, the effect for GST NPs observed here 

is surprisingly prominent since the partial pressure of methane used during the NP production was very low (less than 1% even with 

the highest amount of methane) compared to the overall deposition pressure (determined mostly by argon and helium flow and the 

target atoms). 

Ultrafast Crystallization of Ge2Sb2Te5 Nanoparticles 

To close this section on crystallization of PCM NPs, I am also going to consider how the crystallization temperature changes when 

very high heating rates are employed. Ultrafast differential scanning calorimetry (DSC) employing heating rates in the range of 2 

to 40 000 K s−1 has been applied to Ge2Sb2Te5 films.130,97 This only works fine if a low mass (order 𝜇g) sample is positioned on the 

sensor surface. In addition, the sample height must be limited since heating is single sided from the sensor surface to the top of the 

sample. Thus thermal gradients emerge with increasing heating rate or sample thickness.183 One of the best choices in this case 
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seems to be deposition of a thin PCM layer directly on top of the sensor surface (leaving the reference sensor clean). However, the 

high heating rates employed resulted in detachment of the PCM layer from the sensor surface (likely due to the thermal expansion 

difference). On the other hand, the material could be melted to the sensor. However, since PCMs crystallize before the transition to 

the supercooled liquid is observed,96 this is not possible. The solution of the problem of good thermal contact was scraping an as-

deposited thin film off glass substrates, and placing the flaky powder onto the sensor surface. This of course results in variation in 

the quality of the thermal contact with the sensor, leading to a spread in peak temperature for a given heating rate. In fitting the 

data, most weight must then be given to the lowest peak temperature, reflecting the best thermal contact. This seems a reasonable 

approach to apply the Kissinger method. However, this method thus introduces some drawbacks. Breaking up continuous films in 

small flakes of uncontrolled size can affect nucleation and growth behavior. 

For nucleation dominant materials like Ge2Sb2Te5 where the distances between nuclei tend to be much smaller than the flake size, 

it is not likely that this is a serious effect. More serious is the thermal contact between the flaky loose powder and the sensor surface 

as was shown by later work particularly for the higher heating rates like 10 000 to 40 000 K s−1.178 To overcome these two drawbacks, 

a single planar flake consisting of GST NPs parallel to the sensor surface was adopted in this later work.178 

The crystallization kinetics of GST NPs with a diameter of about 16 nm, analyzed in this way using ultrafast DSC, are shown in 

Figure 23.178 The observed crystal growth rates can be explained well by adopting a model for the viscosity of the GST NPs 

incorporating a fragile-to-strong crossover in the supercooled liquid (but note that this crossover might also be related to the 

observation that PCM crystallizes from the glass phase at rates below 10 000 K s−1 and only from the undercooled liquid above this 

rate96). Consistent with the results shown in Figure 22b,c, the results in Figure 23 show that alarge difference in growth rate exists 

at relatively low temperatures in the strong regime for the GST NPs produced using either H2 or CH4 addition to Ar. This difference 

vanishes at higher temperatures in the fragile regime. This latter effect shows intriguing similarity with the results shown in Figure 

20c. A strong difference in crystallization speed was observed between capped and uncapped GST (flakes) at low temperature. Here 

again a strong difference in growth rate is observed at low temperature, but now between carbondoped and nondoped GST NPs and 

this difference vanishes at higher temperatures. So, this is again evidence that factors, like doping, interfaces, nanoscale 

confinement, have strong effects at low crystallization temperatures, but these tend to disappear (or even might switch to opposite 

effects) at higher temperatures. This is good news for phase-change memories, because it allows decoupling between low and high 

temperature processes and thus the possibility to separately optimize data retention, related to ultralow crystallization rates at low 

temperatures, and switching speed, related to maximum crystallization rates at high temperatures. 

 

Figure 23. The growth rates of Ge2Sb2Te5 nanoparticles (GST NPs) over a wide temperature range. Green and purple solid 

curves represent the data for GST NPs produced in Ar +trace H2 and Ar +trace CH4, respectively. The brown dashed curve is 

the growth rate for GST films, 130 while the open black data points are from direct measurements via TEM,131,184 and AFM.185 

The directly measured growth rate for d(oped) GST films is also shown in this figure;186 see the open black stars. The thicker 

red parts of the curves denote the actual measurement regime accessed by ultrafast DSC. 

Outlook 

The present review has focused on two recent developments in the area of phase change materials, the concept of metavalent 

bonding and the impact of reduced dimensions. The concept of MVB has been employed to explain the unconventional properties 

of crystalline phase change materials. MVB has been attributed to the competition between electron delocalization as in metallic 
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bonding and electron localization as in ionic or covalent bonding. This bonding mechanism is not only characterized by an 

unconventional portfolio of properties but also an unusual bond breaking. Furthermore, it has been demonstrated that these 

properties can be explained by the octahedrallike atomic arrangement in conjunction with half-filled bands of p-electrons. The 

resulting electronic structure is prone to the opening of a bandgap, either by Peierls distortions or by charge transfer. Both quantities 

are closely related to the number of electron shared and electrons transferred between neighboring atoms, i.e., the parameters that 

span the map in Figure 2. This map hence provides a novel and systematic approach to tailor properties. Yet, for this concept to 

become more rewarding, a few additional advances are highly desirable. First of all, it would be beneficial to add more data to the 

map in Figure 2 as well as the 3D maps presented in Figures 9 and 10. Having a higher data density would enable more specific 

predictions regarding the potential position of sweet spots for specific properties. Along those lines it would be desirable to also 

include ternary and quaternary alloys to these maps since this would increase the data density significantly. 

The present map has focused on binary compounds, hence avoiding the justification of averaging schemes for bond parameters such 

as ES and ET. This is an important point since most of the phase change materials presently employed are ternary or even quaternary 

materials. Hence, it is crucial to identify a roadmap how to tackle such solids. This is straightforward regarding the characterization 

of properties such as 𝜀∞, Z*, the electrical conductivity or ECoN. There are also no major obstacles applying the atom probe to these 

materials to determine the bond rupture. Recently, APT has even been used already to characterize chalcogenide superlattices187 as 

well as nanoscale phase separation.188 Hence, regarding the property portfolio and the bond breaking, it is possible to conclude 

without doubt if a certain solid employs MVB. However, it is still a challenge to determine a unique point for the bonding in the 

map (Figure 2) for a ternary compound. This can be demonstrated for a prototypical PCM such as GeSb2Te4 or Ge2Sb2Te5. As can 

be seen from Figure 2, the points for GeTe and Sb2Te3 are very close. Hence the charge transfer between Ge and Te is very similar 

to the one for Sb and Te (ET =0.17 vs ET = 0.13). The same holds for the number of electrons shared between Ge and Te, which is 

very similar to the one for Sb and Te (ES =1.23 vs ES =1.24). In this case, we could average both points and would obtain a data 

point in close vicinity of the two points for GeTe and Sb2Te3 in Figure 2, supporting the argument that Ge2Sb2Te5 also employs 

metavalent bonding. This conclusion is in line with the unconventional bond breaking observed in the atom probe27 and the unusual 

properties (the high values for Z* for all atoms in the crystal and large values for 𝜀∞, as well as the high ECoN of all atoms).23 

However, it needs to be checked in each individual case if an averaging procedure as discussed above leads to reasonable 

conclusions. Therefore, we have only included very few data points for materials like AgSbTe2, Bi2Se3 and a few others, where 

such an averaging procedure has been performed. 

Then, it would be highly desirable to extend the 3D maps to additional properties, exploring which other material characteristics 

can be described by systematic bonding trends. It can be expected that there should be many more materials where the interplay 

between electron delocalization and electron localization governs the material’s behavior. Identifying such materials is hence a 

highly rewarding goal. Finally, the competition between delocalization and localization should lead to unique phenomena. It would 

thus appear worthwhile to look for experimental confirmation. Two different areas can be specified where this immediately leads 

to exciting research questions. Since metavalent bonding is defined by the competition between electron localization and electron 

delocalization, this immediately raises the question how the borders between metavalent bonding and covalent, ionic, and metallic 

bonding look like. Will material properties change discontinuously or continuously? Answering this and related questions should 

even help to better understand one of the fundamental questions in chemistry: “what is the nature of the chemical bond?”39 The 

discovery of a new, fundamental bonding mechanism provides significant opportunities to reach a better understanding of bonding 

in general. Due to the competition between electron localization and electron delocalization, there should also be effects due to 

nanoconfinement. It is highly desirable to verify if indeed bond parameters like ES and ET, as well as characteristic properties like 

Z* and 𝜀∞, show significant changes upon confinement. 

So far, this topic has hardly been addressed. Yet, we know that MVB is sensitive to (dis)order. Beyond a certain degree of disorder 

MVB cannot be maintained and a transition to localized covalent bonding occurs. Increasing disorder in crystalline PCMs, that has 

been attributed to an increasing disorder in the arrangement of vacancies, has been shown to induce a metal– insulator transition 

(MIT).189–192 A similar transition has also been demonstrated in nanowires193,194 and has been attributed to defect/dislocation 

formation and subsequent amorphization upon application of electrical pulses. Hence, it should also be possible to (de)stabilize 

MVB by progressively increasing the influence of boundary conditions. Such boundary conditions can be created readily by 

reducing the nanoscale thickness of thin films, or the diameter of nanowires and nanoparticles. In this context, it would be highly 

desirable to know which interfaces promote or destabilize MVB. It is relatively obvious that any interface breaking the symmetry 

of an ordered octahedral surrounding (like Peierls-like distortions do) or promoting the ionicity in the incipient metal will destabilize 

MVB (see Figure 7). Therefore, disordered ionic compounds like amorphous oxides are expected to destabilize MVB and promote 

localized covalent bonding. Indeed, it is generally observed that the crystallization temperature TX of PCM films on amorphous 

oxides like SiO2 increase for decreasing film thickness. (In contrast, on metals TX often decreases for decreasing film thickness, 

which might suggest that the presence of MVB is promoted on metals.) Also in Section 2.8 of this review, an interesting case was 

shown for ultrathin GeTe films grown by molecular beam epitaxy (MBE). When a film is grown on a Si(111)–(1 X1)–H substrate 

surface at a temperature as high as 260 oC, well above the crystallization temperature of bulk GeTe of 200 oC, it turned out to be 

initially (up to four bilayers (BLs)) amorphous.72 In contrast, when GeTe is grown using the same conditions on the Si(111)–(√3 x 

√3)R30o–Sb surface, even at lower temperatures like 230 oC, it directly grows with a crystalline structure.72 When the GeTe film is 

grown beyond four BLs on the Si(111)–(1 x 1)–H surface it switched to an epitaxial structure (for the entire film). The observed 

behavior can be well explained by (de)stabilizing effects of MVB, where, e.g., above a critical thickness a transition from localized 

covalent bonding in the amorphous phase to MVB in the crystalline phase is observed. 
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However, as explained in detail in Section 3 of this review one has to be careful using stability arguments and thus thermodynamics 

to explain behavior such as low temperature crystallization. Then, thermodynamics hardly plays a role, because the driving force 

for the crystallization is huge and it is thus not limited by thermodynamics. On the contrary, it is rate limited by atomic mobility, 

which can be related to viscosity. Nevertheless, it might be interesting to perform systematic (meta-)analyses verifying whether 

differences in crystallization kinetics can be observed for materials keeping the same type of bonding (metallic glasses, ionic glasses 

or when covalent in both phases) or when they switch from covalent(-ionic) to MVB. Anyhow, the latter materials are more 

interesting because they show much clearer property contrast between the amorphous and crystalline phases. Such a kind of meta-

analysis has been performed,195 but unfortunately only one incipient metal, the well-known Ge2Sb2Te5, was included. This work 

aimed to correlate the maximum in crystal growth velocity (Umax) with parameters like homologous temperature (Tmax/Tm), reduced 

glass-transition temperature (Tg/Tm), fragility and viscosity at Tm (where Tmax is the temperature at which Umax occurs and Tm and 

Tg have the usual meaning of melting temperature and glass temperature, respectively). The results show that high Umax values, 

which are desired for PCMs, require low Tmax/Tm (at least below 0.8), low Tg/Tm (at least below 0.45) and high fragility (although 

this is of minor secondary importance). Tmax is generally well correlated to Tg (Tmax ≈1.48 Tg). If for instance for automotive 

applications PCMs must have a data retention of 10 years at 150 oC, and we then assume a Tg of about 180 oC, then the melting 

temperature must be at least about 730 oC. This is somewhat higher than the Tm of most traditional PCMs like Ge2Sb2Te5. Hence, 

this also shows that these PCMs cannot fulfill the retention requirements of automotive applications. Moreover, since it is well 

established that Tm can reduce dramatically for nanoparticles, it also shows that retention has to be carefully addressed for nanoscale 

PCM devices. Still, since Tm is a thermodynamic property also the Tm of embedded nanoparticles can be raised significantly by 

proper engineering of the boundary conditions (e.g., interfaces with surrounding material). 

Instead of starting from the glass phase and measuring crystallization, which is rate limited by atomic mobility, a potential strategy 

could be to start with growing ultrathin crystalline incipient metal films at higher temperatures, which are subsequently annealed at 

temperatures close to the glass temperature (or crystallization temperature for slow heating) of the bulk phase. In this way, indeed 

it might be possible to observe stability effects of MVB, e.g., that certain boundary conditions destabilize MVB and that measuring 

electrical conductivity can be a sensitive probe to measure metallic behavior above and nonmetallic behavior below a certain 

temperature without the need to quench a disordered phase to invoke the localized behavior. Of course, when pursuing such 

strategies, one has to be careful not to observe artifacts, e.g., due to intermixing at the interfaces. 

 

Figure 24. Size of vdW gaps versus average chalcogenide X–X plane spacing with X =S, Se, Te of 2D transition metal 

dichalcogenides (TMDCs), layered V2–VI3 materials, as well as pseudobinary IV–VI:V2–VI3 compounds. In TMDCs, the X-

M-X spacing (M being the metal atom) equals the vdW gap. In V2–VI3 compounds and their alloys, however, the vdW gap is 

smaller, giving rise to a stronger coupling compared to TMDCs. Two data points for a single material indicate results obtained 

from two independent references. Adapted with permission.196 Copyright 2018, Wiley-VCH. 

A class of materials that appears closely related to incipient metals is transition metal dichalcogenides (TMDCs), since both classes 

are in principle based on chalcogenides. Moreover, in TMDCs nanoscale confinement has been shown to be of paramount 

importance. The intense interest in TMDCs particularly originates from their appealing properties when they are scaled down to the 

single or few layer regime, because for instance semiconductor TMDCs then experience a transition from indirect to direct bandgap 

and thus exhibit appealing optoelectronic properties. Compared to graphene, TMDCs show a wealth of varying properties as they 

can be insulators, semiconductors or metals and in this respect thus show a wider range in electrical conductivity than incipient 

metals. In order to compare TMDCs with incipient metals, or at least with layered V2–VI3 materials, as well as pseudobinary IV–

VI:V2–VI3 compounds, Figure 24 taken from ref. 196 is instrumental. It compares the vdW gap spacing with a representative 

distance within the layer, called X–X plane spacing, as clearly defined on the right side of Figure 24. The graph in this figure 

demonstrates that TMDCs show vdW gap spacings systematically larger than the ones of the other layered compounds. All TMDCs 

are also found on a single straight line when plotting the vdW gap spacing versus the X–X plane spacing. These results suggest that 

TMDCs show ideal passivating behavior of the individual vdW blocks and thus suggest pure vdW bonding across the gaps, although 
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this at first hand seems contradictory for metallic TMDCs. In the other layered structures, on the other hand, the vdW gap spacings 

are smaller, probably because delocalized electrons contribute to the bonding over the vdW gaps and one thus has to be careful 

calling them vdW gap, because bonding in the gap is not purely of vdW type. The present results thus seem to demonstrate that 

there is no MVB in TMDCs and that in layered incipient metals the apparent vdW gap has stronger interactions across these gaps 

than expected for pure vdW bonding, which can be regarded a fingerprint of MVB.197 These stronger interactions enable strain 

engineering in layered V2–VI3 materials, something that is not expected for TMDCs, as demonstrated in two recent papers.196,198 

In Section 2.5, Figure 8, it is shown that a kind of forbidden gap is present in the Peierls distortion separating materials possessing 

MVB and the ones having localized covalent(-ionic) bonding. It appears that MVB can only be maintained for a maximum Peierls 

distortions of about 1.1. On the other hand, stable covalently bonded systems require at least a Peierls distortion of about 1.2. This 

can be regarded an additional indication that MVB is not just a result of a gradual transition from metallic to covalent(-ionic) 

bonding, but that there is a special boundary separating MVB from covalent(-ionic) bonding. In order to refute such a boundary, it 

is required to find p-bonded materials having a Peierls distortion in the range from 1.1 to 1.2. So, this can be the focus of future 

research. 
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